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King- honored
in UNH vigil

Student\pay homage to the registration gods, praying for mercy and classes. (Sharon
Donovan photo)

Registration runs smoothly
By Joanne Marino
There just ain't no cure for
ti1e winter-time blues. Bue wait,
spring break is six weeks away,
Bush has promised us a gentler,
kinder nation, and registration
has beco~e less and less painful.

This spring semester saw one
of the smoothest registrations
to date, according to Robert
Berry, manager of business
operations at UNH.
"The biggest improvement
has been awareness of the
process," Berry said. "Everyone
is more in tune. Everyone puts
in .an extra effort."
No longer are winding lines
forming out of the field house
as they did four years ago. At
that time, everyone had to wait
in a single line if they were not
fully cleared for registration.
It didn't matter whether they
needed to handle a complex
problem, or simply sign a loan.
According to Berry, the business office switched to an
updated system three years ago.
Now a clearance card prints out
specifically what the student is
missing.
Since then, the process has
become more efficient - and less
taxing for both students and
staff.

Berry said the dedication of
the business office staff, along
with students' awareness of
procedures, has increased the
efficiency of registration
"The Business Off ice staff
worked a lot of evenings to make
sure checks were processed on
time," Berry said. "It's big
crunch and really effects the
office."
The biggest problem with
lines at registration is students
not paying by the due date of
January 17, said Berry.
Berry said students will be
dropped by the registrar next
week if their bill isn't cleared,
or if other arrangements have
not been made with the business
office.
Generally, spring semester
registration experiences fewer
problems.James Wolf, associate
registrar, said, as far as scheduling classes, this has been
"about as smooth as I've seen
it."
"The lines used to go out the
door behind the field house,"
said Cathy Poussard, a senior
psychology major.
Director of Financial Aid
Richard Craig said there is more
time for students to arrange for
aid before spring semester,
easing the load for everyone.

a

Berry agreed, saying the lines
in the spring move twice as fast
as the lines in the fall. Students
often have their financial aid
packages arranged and can sign
for~~ecks before they leave for
wt~r break.
'You learn your lesson as you
get older," Poussard said. "You
know to pay your bill on time
so you won't have to wait in
line."

By Jay Kumar
UNH will hold a candlelight
march honoring the late Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., on
Monday, exactly a week after
44 states across the nation
observed MLK Day. New Hampshire is one of the six states that
does not recognize the holiday.
The annual march will begin
at 6 p.m. Monday, in front of
Thompson Hall, and end at the
Catholic Student Center next
to the post off ice. It is open co
the public and features musician
T.J. Wheeler and several speakers, including UNH President
Gordon Haaland, Student Body
President Wendy Hammond,
Les Fisher, professor of English,
and Scott Chesney, director of
residential programs.
According to march coordinator Julie Douglass, the reason
the march will be held a week
late is because students returned
to campus only a day before the
holiday and would not have been
settled in yet. Douglass is also
acting chairperson of the Diversity Subcommittee on Education and hall director of Scott
Hall

"We feel very strongly that
it (MLK Day) should become
a holiday along with the rest of
the nation," said Douglass.
New Hampshire has thus far
resisted the holiday, citing
various reasons, including financial improbability. The Manchester Union Leader, the state's
largest newspaper, has actively
campaigned against the holiday,
calling King a communist sympathizer and a radical.
Douglass calls these opinions
"a cop-out." She said the Diversity Committee is waiting
to find out when the state
legislature will hear the issue,
so they can support the holiday
legislation in Concord.
While President Haaland is
speaking at the march, there is
no official administrative opposition to the state's nonobservance of MLK Day.
"There's certainly support
for the event," Douglass said.
But as for supporting the holiday itself, "the administration
hasn't taken a position on that,"
said Emily Moore, assistant dean
of student affairs and chairperson of the Diversity Committee.

The MUB toupee

Berry said the one area which
is unlikely to improve is in the
Guaranteed Student Loans.
Since they are issued in the
students' name as well as the
university, all students must
sign them.
According to Wolf, everyone _
who preregistered received at
least one of their classes for the
first time. This was a huge
improvement over last year
when 107 students did not
receive any classes they signed
up for.
Wolf said the general procedure for the registering has not
changed in fifteen years, but
awareness and organization
have improved efficiency.
"Students are more aware of
how to handle preregistration,"
Wolf said.

Vandals damageantenn
By John Robert
Unknown males vandalized
WUNH's transmitting tower
on Beech Hill Road in Durham
at the close of last semester by
climbing halfway up the 250 ft.
structure and inflicting damages
that totalled over $300.
Although the damages were
extensive, the station's transmitting ability was not hampered, according to WUNH
engineer Marc Badger. "An RPL

antennae, an 11 element beam
and a beacon light were destroyed. The antennae and the
beam are used for far away
remote broadcasts, which we
don't do _anymore," Badger _said.
A UNH professor noticed the
damage on December 22 and
reported it to UNH police.
In other UNH Police news,
the UNH Hyperbaric chamber
was used twice over the break.

A citizen of Millis, Massachusetts attempted suicide on December 26 and after being
treated by local health authorities the patient was transported
by ambulance to the chamber
where he was treated by UNH
experts.
The chamber was also utilized
to treat a person who was

overcome by carbon monoxide
poisoning.

put into place over winter break. (Sharon Dononvan photo)
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Students who ain't too proud to beg for a class
By Bryan Alexander
Registration has many headaches. To name a few; long lines
down the street, missing loan
checks, bill payments and more
long lines. But the number one
reason for most people to reach
for an aspirin during the process
is when they find they are short
two, three or even four classes.
Some run to the add section
of the gymnasium and frantically search the course guide for
openings they can fill. Many
others throw the discouraging
paper in their pocket, tighten
their belt and try to add their
classes in spots that are officially
filled by students.
These people must travel
from class to class and from
professor to professor trying
to gain a spot in the class, and
maybe even a desk. For the
persecuted population of class
seekers, rejections, such as one
overheard in a Shakepeare class,
are common.
"There is only supposed to
be 30 people in this class," the ·
professor said, scanning the
crowded room. "Obviously we
are g~ing t:o ha~e to do some
work. ·

The University does not have
a record of how many students
add classes each semester. But,
Associate Registrar James Wolf
said there are generally 20,000
schedule changes a year, with
2/3 of these changes being adds.
This number can be inflated,
said Wolf, due to graduate
students and students admitted
late. Bo~h of these groups have
to add all of their classes.
Of all the people tryin~ to add

classes there are approximately
900 with priority add cards,
according to Donna Reed, the
assistant registrar. These orange
slips of paper can be the difference between a place in the class
and a kick in the ass.
These cards are given to three
sets of students, said Reed. They
are for students who did not get
the course and the alternate they
were scheduled for, for occurances out of the student's control
(such as cancelled classes) and
for new students.
Reed said these cards can
make the professsors task of
choosing the students they can
squeeze in easier. However, the
professors are not obligated to
chose students with a card over
those who do not,- she added.
"It's still up to the professor
to decide who ·gets in," said
Reed. "If you have two seniors
who want to add a course,
hopefully the instructor will
take the senior with the priority
add card.''
Robert Irwin, does not have
time to talk. He is walking
briskly to a class he hopes to add.
At 3:35, he is already late as far
as potential class adders go.
A junior history major, Irwin
only received two classes at
registration. He also was scheduled for an alternate he was
not interested in sitting
through.
With three classes to add,
Irwin is disgruntled. His main
priority in adding classes .is the
space left. He is trying to add
Women's Studies even though ·
he is not overly enthused with·
the course.

A<l.d./ urop 1\./ urag.

(Mike Parnham photo)
"I feel I've been gypped by
the University," says Irwin, "so
I'm taking this course just to
fill a slot."
Some ·students are not able
to find classes to replace the
ones they do not get. Marijo
Hadwen is a secoqd semester

senior who needs Business
Administration 703 to graduate.
Although she pre-registered for
the class, she did not receive it.
After pleading her case to her
professors, she has not found
a place. Despite assurances that
she will get a spot, Hadwen .is

angry.
'Tm pretty pissed," said
Hadwen. "All you can do is come
to class and wait."
Her search for the class will
continue on Monday when she
HELL, page 17
r
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Soviet leader turns red

Gorilla on the rebound

The Soviet leader, Mikhail S. Gorbachev, flushed
when Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini told him
Communism was an outdated relic, an Iranian cleric
said Thursday.
Ayatollah Abdullah Javadi Amoli, who delivered
the Iranian leader's message to Mr. Gorbachev this
month, said the Soviet leader sat politely for two
hours as he read the message at the Kremlin.
"His face turned red a couple of times," said
Ayatollah Amoli, quoted on Teheran radio. "One
was when the Imam said Communism should
henceforth be sought in museums."
Ayatollah Amoli, whose delegation delivered
Ayatollah Khomeini's first message to a foreign
head of state, said their reception at the Kremlin
was extremely cordial.
The message praised Mr. Gorbachev' s boldness
in criticizing his predecessor's record but said the
main problem in the Soviet Union was spiritual,
no economic or social. The solution was Islam rather
than capitalist-style reform.

Vip, a 9-year-old gorilla from Texas, arrived in
Boston early Tuesday for a computer date with Gigi,
an older 250-pound female who has broken off her
relationship with another ape.
Zookeepers hope the arranged tryst will produce
a family of lowland gorillas to form the cornerstone
of a new generation at what once ranked among
America's worst zoos.
The 10-hour journey that brought the musclebound Vip to Stone Zoo in Stoneham didn't take
the menace out of his deep bark when it came time
to release him into his new cage.
As 10 men worked to lift the blue crate he traveled
in from the Fort Worth Zoo, Vip pounded his chest
and slammed the interior walls with fists that looked
as if they could bust softballs.

Dolphins to be protected.
"Sit, Wilbur, sit!"
"Oink."
"Good boy."
A Northampton, MA pig enr~lled in dog
obedience classes has fallen behind because of the
fast pace and a sore leg, the hog's owner said
Wednesday.
"He has learned to sit and stay and he walks on
a leash," said Theo Cooper, owner of Wilbur, a
45-pound miniature hog. "But he has trouble
learning to lie down because he's concerned whether
he's going to get his food if he can't see it."
Wilbur is one of an increasing number of small
pigs bred as pets.

A Federal district judge has extended his order
for American tuna fishing boats to carry Government
observers to see that efforts are made to prevent
the killing of dolphins that become caught in the
boat's nets.
The injunction, issued Tuesday by Judge Thelton
Henderson, could save "tens of thousands" of
dolphins each year, said Joshua Floum, a lawyer
for environmental groups that filed a suit seeking
to make the observers a permanent requirement.
He said about 100,00 dolphins were killed each
year in the southeastern Pacific Ocean by tuna
fishermen from the U.S. and other countries.
Judge Henderson's preliminary injunction is
binding until the suit goes to trial. It will apparently
require the Government to allocate about $1 million
a year to station observers from the National Marine
Fisheries Service aboard 35 United States tuna boats
throuR:h the end of September.

Panel criticizes Pentagon
over SDI energy sources

Wednesday a panel of the National Research
Council said that the proposed energy sources for
the Pentagon's space-based weapons system to
defend against missiles were "unacceptably large,"
causing them to be impracticable to launch into
orbit.
The panel said orbiting nuclear reactors "may
prove to be the only viable option" to generate
the great amounts of power some of the space
weapons require to destroy targets.
The panel also charged the Pentagon as being
inadequate in its study of whether such power
systems could be made reliable and maintainable.

Drug use on the decline
at Dartmouth College
Stricter college policies and enforcement have
led to a decrease in the number of Dartmouth College
students who are drinking and taking drugs, a school
official said.
Philip Meilman, coordinator of the college's drug
and alcohol programs, said tougher drinking laws,
more awareness of the problems of alcohol and
drug abuse and a generation of students "exposed
to different societal influences, including increased
education in the schools," have contributed to the
decrease.
Meilman cited ~viderice from a recent survey
at the Ivy League school.
In l9e:, less than 5 percent of the Dartmouth
students surveyed reported drinking daily . The
percentage dropped to 3.3 percent last year,
according to the new survey of 1-0 percent of the
4,000 undergraduates.
A survey in 1977 showed that about 12 percent
of the undergraduates reported a daily drink.
Reported daily marijuana use dropped from 6.5
percent in 1977 to 1.5 percent in 1987 and less than
1 percent last year.
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'iow is tht· time to make
yourchoil'e. Bectust•
l''l'~ ,\rt Carved college
ring - &om handsome
traditional to rnntempora~·styles - is on sale
now' You"ll lw imprt•ssed
with the fine .-\rtCarwd
craftsmanship that"s
hacked hy a Full Lifetime
\\"arr.tn!y. And you"ll
appreciate tlw sm"ings.
llon·t miss out!

"

PETTEE BROOK
PLACE
868 - (Next to Scorpio's) - 1177
~T.IJ',-_.,

§.

~

Specials
Hamburger w/F.F.
(cheese 20¢)
2 Beer steamed hot
dogs w / On. Nuggets
1 Chili dog w /F.F.
Honey dipt chicken
w/F.F.
Chili - 3 Alarm

$2.45
$2.39
$2.39
$3.50
sm. $1.99, lg. $2.49

HOMEMADE P ASTERIES

SUPER BOWL SUNDAY

lbe Quali~J'.
l11e Cn!fi.mu111sbip.
l11e Reurml )im /Je.l"ert·e.

JAN. 23,24,25

10:00am-3:00pm
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
HEWITT HALL

- 1{~

It's a Jungle 0'1t There ...

DARE TO gf Wtll) !

JOIN

THE JUNE TRANSFER
ORIENTAT ION TEAM
Pick up your application in room 136, the MUB
at the Commuter/Transfer center
and sign up for an interview

APPLICATI ON. DEADLINE:
JANUARY27

This is a shot at the top.
Our Retail Management Tolining Program will guide you to the
upper echelon of our corporation:
General Manager, District Manager, V.P., C.0.0.-there's nothing
to stop the right individual.
Hannaford Bros. Co. is a billion-dollar-plus food and drug
retailer in beautiful Northern
New England. If you have the
brains, persistence, and desire
to reach the top, we offer you
the ideal corporate ladder.
For more information or
setting·up an interview, contact
the Career Planning and Placement Services Office, 203
Huddleston Hall.
Location: Career Planning &
Placement Services
Office, 203 Huddleston Hall
February 1, 1989
Date:
Majors: Economics&
Business

An Equal Opportunity Employer

,,

ii_. .
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'Tm not parti c,pat ing, but I
think it shou ld be recog nized
to show that although there are
few minorities on campus, civil
rights will always be important.

"I think it should be recognized,
and yes I will be participating.
It seems prett y obvio us to me
why it should be celebrated."

"Yes, absolutely. He was a great
man and deserves to be recognized for everything he bas done
for the country and civil rights."

"Yes, it shou ld be recognized,
I can alwa ys use a three day
week end. No, I will not be
parti cipat ing, I am defin itely
busy ... Just kidd ing, I'll be

Dean Elder

there."

Anim al Science

Kate Kristensen

English

Sophomore

·Undeclared

Junio r

Chris Flemming

Heather Hendrickson
Undeclared
Sophomore

Freshman

FOR A

fUN JOl3

THIS

SUMMl:~ -

JOIN THE

1he
franltUn :
FHness
Center

FR ES HM AN
OR IE NT AT IO N TE AM

,t.

The Place for

... Domt

cross training n. The action or
method of combin ing physical and

social activities to lead a well
rounde d collegiate lifestyle.
2. The use of physical fitness to
justify overindulgence . 3. Balancing
caloric intake with caloric output.
4. Just doing it.

: He lp fre shm en for m pos itiv e firs t
· imp res sio ns of UNH
n
• De vel op lea der shi p and com mu nic atio
ski lls
• Me et pe op le- ma ke frie nds
• A sal ari ed pos itio n for June of '89
App llca-Uo• • a•ai labl • at Dea • of
to• Ball
8t11 chat • Offi ce Seco aci floo r B11 cldlu
dut
haf.o
•ah o IIUB

~~~fu,

i~~~•L:

-., .

,: ~:-,1

;1;.i;~
'J;~J.';_-._ ;_·

appoin tment.

:1~
•:!

------..... ··::-

FR4NKLIN ATNm
CEN TER

13 Jenkins Court, Durham , NH

I~;~ M ~

Athletic Clu

Exeter Road, Rt. 108, Newmar
(formerly The Great Bay Racquet

\
back 9rou nd1 to appl y
We enco ur•t • 1tud ent1 of dive r••
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·. CALENDAR
FRIIJAY,JANUARY 20

THIS SUMMER
SPEND 5 WEEKS IN

CELEBRITY SERIES- New York City Opera 'National
Company, La Traviata. Jonson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
Ticket Information: 862-2290.
.

SATURDAY,JANUARY 21
WOMEN'S TRACK- vs. Bowdoin and 'Colby. Field House,
·noon
MEN'S TRACK- vs. Bowdoin and Colby. Field House, noon.

FRANCE

UNH MUSIC DEPARTMENT AUDITIONS- For appointment, call 862-2404, M-F, 8-4:30.
WRESTLING- vs. Boston College, Kings College, and seton
Hall. Field House, 5 p.m.

(Paris and St. Malo)

MEN'S ICE HOCKEY- vs. Minn.-Duluth. Snively Arena,
7 p.m.
UNH THEATER & DANCE PRODUCATION- 16th Annual .
Student Prize Plays. Hennessy Theater, Paul aRts, 8 p.m.

or

I

SUNDAY,JANUARY 22
SEACOAST NHMTA RECITAL- Bratton Recital hall, Paul
Arts, 3 p.m.

ECUADOR

MUSO FILM- "Local Hero." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and
9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.

UNH THEATER & DANCE PRODUCTION- Student Prize
Plays. Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

(Quito)

MONDAY,JANUARY 23
GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATION- Hillsbo- .
rough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 8:45-11:45 a.m.; 1:15-4 p.m.
and 5-7 p.m.

INCLUDES:
1) All meals, hotel accomadations and land
transportation

UNH. MUSICA DEPARTMENT AUDITIONS- For appointment call 862-2404, M-F, 8-4:30.
ART EXHIBITION RECEPTION- Art Galleries, Paul Arts,
5-7 p.m.

2) Individualized instruction from foreign
college faculty in small classes

CANDLELIGHT MARCH- March from T-Hall to the
Catholic Student Center-in remembrance of Dr. Martin Luther
Kind,Jr. Meet at steps in front of Thompson Hall at 6 p.m.
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY- vs. Minnesota. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.

3) Host families

PRESIDENT HAALAND SPEAKS- Stoke Hall, 8 to 9:30
p.m.

4) Six <;ollege credits

TUESDAY,JANUARY 24

5) Cultural activities, excursions, and more!

UNIVERSITY GALLERIES- "Methods in Art History:
Highlights from the Permanent Collection" and Faculty
Review: Aronson, Drumheller, Searls-McConnell."
LAST DAY- for undergrads to withdraw and qualify for
3/4 tuition refund.
GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATION- Business Office,
Stoke, 5-7 p.m.

!
For Further Information,
Contact: .
r>t SPRING I ~ 'It

America's HOTTEST
ach! Concerts. expos.
h entertainment. MTV
nd more. Call toll free or
nd in the coupon below
receive a free poster
and guide.

E OF INTERNATIONAL
EDUCATION
KEENE STATE COLLEGE

----

----

...

-- ..- ..- Send my
..- ..- ..- FREE Spring Break
_,,,. _,,,.
Poster and Official Guide!

10'-'-'~ ---- - ; . ~ - - - - - - - - -

(603) 352-1909, Ext 358 or 524
L __ _ _ ~~~~~~,q,
......

~----------

City, SC.., Zip - - - - - - - - - - DISTINIITION MY"IONN. ~ Beach Resort Ala
P.O. b 2775. Daytona Beach. FL 32015
9~

Ja

....

,,,

••••••

..--.. --. ..... - .
,.
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Random Writin s

NOTICES
ATHLETICS & RECREATION

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING FOR SQUASH
CLUB: Be prepared to play! Tuesday, Jan. 24, 7:30
p.m. at the field house.
GENERAL

DOVER PUBLIC LIBRARY: The Friends of the
Dover Public Library will sponsor their annual
booksale at the Dover Public Library beginning
Saturday, January 28 at 9AM. The first day is
restricted to Dover library cardholders only but
starting Monday,January 30 through Saturday,
February 11 the sale is for everyone. The sale will
be held in the the library's new addition. For further
information, call the Circulation Dest at 742-3513.
INDOOR BAR-B-QUE: Free Food, fun folks,
and good time at the start of the semester picnic
(indoor of course) Sunday, January 22, Waysmeet
Protestant Student Center, 15 Mill Rd .. 6 p .m.,
for information call 862-1165.
OPEN AUDITIONS: Mask and Dagger welcomes
everyone interested in working on our spring
production of "Snoopy!!" to open auditions Menday,
January 23, and Tuesday, January 24, Room M223, Paul Arts, 6 p.m.
OPEN AUDITIONS: Tryouts for "MACBETH".
Open Tryouts. Please pick up tryout information
sheet in PCAC, Rm. D-22 before tryouts. Backstage
help and ushers needed too! Everyone is welcome!
Sunday, Feb. 5 from 4 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. and Monday,
Feb. 6 from 7 p.m. to 10 p .m. (Call backs on
Thursday, Feb. 9 at 7 p.m.)

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL BENEFIT CONCERT: Featuring Tribe, Indigo, Social Animals,
and Leg Room. Saturday, January 28, Granite state
Room, MUB, 8 p.m. (Doors open 7:30 p.m .)
students $5, general $6. Tickets available at MUB
Ticket Office and at the door.
WRITERS WORKSHOP: For anyone interested
in workshopping their writing. Fiction, Non-fiction,
poetry is welcome. Fridays, Non-traditional Student
Center, 1:30 to 3 p.m.
TRYOUTS FOR "MACBETH": Open tryouts.
Sunday, February 5, from 4 p.m. to 6:30 p.m., and
Monday, February 6, from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
(Callbacks on Thursday, February 9, at PCAC, RQPm
D-22 before tryouts. Backstage :htlP and ifshers
needed too! Everyone is welcome! · ·
TGIF PIZZA LUNCH: Non-Traditional Student
Center, Pettee House, noon to 1 p.m. $1 a slice
and some of the best company around.
MEETINGS

UNH 4-H CLUB MEETING: Monthly business
meeting open to present members as well as anyone
interested in joining. Do not need to be involved
in 4-H prior to college to join. Wednesday,January
25, Kendell 212, 7:30 p.m.

Nassau/Paradise Island
CANCUN, MEXICO '9.

./

~~

✓

'\.
" SPRING BREAK "
'\.
1989
1,
FEBRUARY 24 - APRIL

from $299.00

WEEKlY DEPARTURES
COMPLETE PACKAGE INCLUDES:

• ROUNDTRIP AIR FROM PHILADELPHIA, NEW YORK, BOSTON, WASHINGTON,
DETROIT, CINCINNATI, COLUMBUS AND BUFFALO TO NASSAU/PARADISE
ISLAND OR CANCUN, MEXICO.
• ROUNDTRIP TRANSFERS FROM AIRPORT TO HOTEL.
• 7 NIGHTS HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS
• WELCOME RUM SWIZZLE AT MOST HOTELS.
• ONE HOUR RUM (NASSAU) OR TEQUILA (CANCUN) PARTY.
• THREE HOUR CRUISE WITH UNLIMITED RUM PUNCH AND ON BOARD ENTERTAINMENT,
(NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND.)
• THREE BEACH PARTIES(ONE WITH FREE LUNCH)MUSIC AND ACTIVITIES(NASSAU).
EXCLUSIVE FREE ADMISSION TO THE PALACE, WATERLOO AND THE DRUMBEAT
CLUB (NASSAU) •
• COLLEGE WEEK PROGRAMS BY THE BAHAMAS TOURIST OFFICE.
.
• ON LOCATIOH PROFESSIONAL TOUR ESCORT.

*

,oa •o••

l#l'o••ATIO# COlllFACT :

AMERICAN TRAVEL SERVICE
456 GLENBROOK RD.
STAMFORD , CONN. 06906

t

a

1-800-231-0113
OR (203)967-3330 IN CT.

!IGN UP NOW I I
UM/TED SPACE ! !

GIIOUP ■AIIN A PM■ TIIIP

WEAI.WAYS
NEED LEADERS
The Air lbce

s k>ddng u

-~---~·-·
... enganeers ...
missileers

am ... noe. Ourposiare impo1.alt. ~ can 9!1 me

Air lbce RUfC
As an Air Rxre ROTC cadet, )0011 be traimd
in leadership ard ~ padioos. ~ may
also~ b' oor sdrlarship ~ that helps~
~ ecpenses, pus $100 per academic nmh, tax flee.
After JUaduatim, )0011 have all the~ am iespoosilility <fan Air Rxre dfm 'bill disaM!r a newYUkl
where )0011 be challen&ed to ea1 ... am rewarded u )WI'
~ Let us give }W the details toda}C

CAPT GREG MESERVE

862-1480

leadenbipE........,,,._~Here

Age, the future,
and some other
stuff
Karen Hamilton
Walking into the field house to register the other day,
I had the strangest urge to run away, drive back home, curl
up on the couch and watch TV. I tried to con vice myself
that this was a happy occasion. I told myself it would be
the last time I would ever have to register for ·classes, and
better yet, wait in another line to figure out why I still owe
$2,000. Yet for some odd reason, I wanted out. I did not
want to register for classes for the last time. It made me
feel old.
I have been feeling very old lately.
That seems strange to write because I am only 22, but
still the feeling is there. It first hit me New Years' Eve as
I sat watching the ball drop in Times Square, and I still felt
it when I walked through the MUB yesterday and recogn_ized
no one. (Even the carpets are new. Did anyone else notice
that besides me?) I also felt it today when my political science
professor asked, to make some point, who in the class was
18. About half the class raised their hands. Then he asked
who was 19, 20 and 21. He then asked who was over 21.
(Imagine that. It was as if he said who here in this-class is
OLD.) Only one other woman besides myself raised her
hand, and she looked about 30.
On New Years' Eve, as the ball ticked off the final few
seconds of 1988, we popped the champagne bottle and held
our glasses out in front of us. My friend turned to me and
said, "You realize once we drink this, there is no turning
back. It will be 1989, the year we graduate." Yikes.
Graduation. Life after college is approaching a little too
fast, and I don't think I like it.
But graduation is not the only landmark in the near future.
I realized this vacation that my fifth year high school reunion
is next year. I was also informed that since I had been senior
class president, I had to organize our reunion. What a treat
that is going to be . My mother was right, your past does
follow you where ever you go.
Speaking of my parents, yes they fit into this too, their
25th wedding anniversary is coming up next month. I always
thought 25th wedding anniversarys were for, well, old people.
My parents are not old. People still mistake my mother for ·
my sister. The older I get, the younger it makes them look.
Their friends say, "You've got a 22-year-old daughter? You
have kids that old?"
Thanks, I tell them. Thanks a lot.
But it's not just the fact that I graduate this semester that
makes me feel so uneasy. There are more important things
that scare me about life after college. I found out that one
of my best friends from high school has Multiple Sclerosis.
It's not that serious yet, but as she put it, it makes you aware
of your own mortality. Now, it may sound dumb, but
graduating gives me that same kind of feeling. All of a sudden
you see your whole life in perspective and it's scary.
I never used to worry about all this stuff about graduating
and life until everyone and their mother decided the question
to ask Karen was what she was doing after graduation. (Those
of you who are seniors know what I am talking about.) I
must have been asked this question a hundred times over
break. Soon I began making up new answers. I don't think
I told two people the same thing. I told my mother I was
going to be a bum, and she would have to tell all her friends
I didn't have a job. (My father had to revive her with smelling
salts.)
Finally I decided it mu.:.~ be a philosophical question, only
to be answered by someone older and wiser than I. I asked
my Winnie-the-Pooh bear. Of cause he didn't answer me,
but Piglet once asked Pooh where he was going as he entered
the Hundred Acre Wood. Pooh answered, "How will I know
until I get t_here."
For just being a bear, he's a wise ol' bugger.
Karen Hamilton is a News Editor for The Nf!!!-1 Hampshi,:_e.
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~ ATASTEFUL WAY TO

■■
■ ■
■
■

~

GET UP FOR THE GA E.
I

or less, we'll deliver a piping
hot, freshly-made pizza right to
your door. You'll find that it's
your best defense against
being hungry.

We've got a great way to tackle
your hunger without missing a
minute of.the game. Lean over,
·pick up the phone and call
Domino's Pizza~ In 30 minutes

-,----------------,
I
I
I

I
I

I

FREE
NOID™ MUG

I

i

I
I
I
·I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

I

Get a free NOi On. MUG
with any 16" pizza.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

No coupon required.
Valid Super Bowl
Sunday Only.

I

I
I
I
I
I

I .

®

868-62ao
Durham

I
I
I
I
I

·----------------·
Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Limited delivery area.

©1987 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

·

Call us. 868-6230
DURHAM
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An education for those who can't look the other way.

]

[
WORK FOR YOURSELF

If you gain satisfaction
from reaching out and
helping others, Northeastern University has a special
place for you.At BostonBouve College of Human
Develoljnent Professions
you can learn to assist
others realize their full
potential.
Most of our programs are
offered on a part-time or fulltime basis combining classroom theory with practical,
hands-on experience.

WRY SHOULD YOU

Call(617)437-2708 or write
to us at 106 Dockser Hall,
Northeastern University,
Boston,MA 02115.
Master of Science
Programs
-Counseling Psychology
-Exercise Sciences
-Human Resource
Counseling
-Physical Education
-Recreation,Sport,and
Fitness Management
-Rehabilitation Counseling
-Speech-Language Pathology & Audiology

Master of Education
Programs
-Counseling
-Consulting Teacher of
Reading
-Curriculum & Instruction
-Educational Research
-Human Development
-Rehabilitation
Administration
-Special Education
Nondegree Certification
Programs
-Counseling
-Elementary & Secondary
School Teacher Preparation
-Special Education

As a ca"1)Us representative
you11 be responsible for piecing
advertising materlals on bulletln
boards and working on
marketing programs for cllents
such as American Express,
Boston University, Eurall, and
various movie companies,
among others. Part-time work,
choose your own hours. No
sales. Many of our reps stay
with us long after graduation. If
you are self-motivated, hardwort<lng, and a bit of an
entrepreneur, call or write for
more Information to:

AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK
6211 W. HOWARD STREET
CHICAGO. IL 60648

1(800) 221-5942 or
(312) 847-eeeo

Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
University
An equal opportunity/affirmative
1 action university.

CHICAGO DALLAS LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK SEATTLE

I
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JOIN THE NEW HAMPSHIRE?
1. Because it's real cool.

2. If you don't, you're a big
stupid-head.
3. How do the words
chaffeur-driven limousine

sound?
4. Because you'll get to
sit mere inches away
from finely sculpted editors.
5.Because,because,because, because, becaaaause

6. Because of the wonderful things he does!
7. You can let your hair
down and say "Moo" in
the spacious offices.
Because you can sit in
airs that tilt, swivel
Droll!
9. B\cause if you don't,
we wil\ find you and brainwash you into thinking
you're Uncle Jesse from
the Dukes of Hazzard.

Students, your assignment today is
to learn how to use the Smith Corona
XL 2500 typewriter.
Ooops, don't get too settled in your
seats. The XL 2500 isn't a very difficult
study.
In fact, unlike most electronic typewriters, it's a downright snap to pick up.
The Spell-Right"' 50,000 word electronic dictionary adds new meaning to
the word "simple:'
WordEraser• erases entire words at
a single touch.
WordFind• finds your mistakes before
anyone else can.
The XL 2500 even makes correcting
mistakes as easy as making them.
With the Smith Corona Correcting.
Cassette, you simply pop
in your correction tape.
There are no spools
to unwind ... no complicated threading
... no tangles.

Of course, we've also added lots
of other fine features to the XL 2500.
There's 'full line correction, Auto
Half-Space, Auto Center, even our: Right
Ribbon System; which automatically
prevents you from using the wrong .
combination of ribbon and correcting
cassette.
Oh,-one more feature we forgot to
mention- the price. You'll be happy to
hear that the XL 2500 is surprisingly
affordable.
So you see, the XL 2500
won't just make your writing
easier.
It'll also help you with
your economics.

■

SMITl-1
CORON~
:=•111
10MORROW'S·TECHNOl.OGY
-

,NRf!I·--..
~

·c·<_:::.••;;;:;:.:;: .. ··: -

- AT~TOUctr

. ::• ...... ~;~~/ ..._...... : ····:·'.-'.'°i;;~::: -~-
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The Few. The Loud.
The New Hampshire.
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for 1119re information on this product, write to Smith CorQna <;orporation, 65 Locust A~nue, New Canaan, CT 06840 or
•·
·•
'Smith Cerona·ctanada Ltd.) , 44-0lapscott Road, &:!arb6rbugtt, tldtarib, Cutaaa MllUYt;
.
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You dotit need your parents' money
to buy aMacintosh.
Justtheir signature
Which gives you and your parents plenty of time
for you in just a few weeks.
It's never been difficult for students to convince
to decide just who pays for it all.
There's no collateral. No need to prove financial
their parents of the need for a Macintosh® computer
I.
hardship.
No
application
fee.
at school.
ti,
~
Best of all, the loan payments can be spread over
Persuading them to write the check, however, is
IntroducingApple's
as many as 10 years.
another thing altogether.
Student Loan-to-Own·Program
Which is why Apple created the Student Loan-toOwn Program. An ingenious loan program that makes
Stop by University Technology Center
buying a Macintosh as easy as using one.
Room •14A, Thompson Hall ·
Simply pick up an application at the location
862-1328
listed below, or call 800-831-LOAN. All your parents
need to do is fill it out, sign it, and send it.
wiiilllilllil-11111
If they qualify, they'll receive a check
© 1988 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc

..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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TIX will be available mid-February

STUDENTS
$10
•
:
NON-STUDENTS $15
:
•.................. ~...................... ........................................................................................................·................•

:

SCOPE is looking for CANDIDATES

•

for the following ILLUSTRIOUS positions,..

:
•

• HOSPITALITY DIRECTOR
• PRESIDENT!!!

•
•••
••

:.

FALL SEMESTER OF '89

is not far away...

Apply in person rm. 146 of the MUB or call 862-2195.
.

,

.
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"OFFERING A MUSICAL SMORGASBOR D TO
SATISFY EVEN THE MOST FINICKY TASTES"

with .

This FRIDAY Night At 8PM
Check out This HOT New Hampshire BAND!
responsible for the tune ·

,
.......
---..---,
r
t---------llllll,

__________
\

-----,)
t-----.._
------,
r------

.,:,
'

'

'''

TICKETS AT MUB TICKET OFFICE &
THE DOOR
$3 STUDENTS
$5 NON-STUDE NTS

($1 OFF WITH COUPON)

MUSIC FOR BEYOND THE 90'S!!!
(how's that Chris?)
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CO ME DY !!

~'('-<v MUB PU B CO ME DY NIGHT!
fea tu·r ing : MI KE DO NO V AN , JO N
RO SS, RIC K JEN KIN S
Tic ket s at Tic ket Off ice & the doo r:

$3 STU DE NT S $5 NO N-S TU DE NT S
($1 off with coup on)!

LO TS OF LA UG HT ER !!
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Editorial
Rac ism tain ts edu cati on
Last Monday, a report issued by the New
England Board of Higher Education called
for the eradication of racism on our
campuses. The two-year study cited recent
attacks on minorities on a number of
campuses, including University of
Massachuse tts-Amherst and University
of Connecticut. Recommenda tions to confront the problem of racism and to increase
opportunitie s for minorities were also
mentioned in the report.
Last Monday, the American Council on
Education issued a report showing that
enrollment for black males and His panics
has dropped significantly in the past decade,
the numbers for black men slipping more
than any other ethnic or racial group.
Also last Monday was _ the holiday
marking Martin Luther King's birthday
in 44 states. New Hampshire residents
worked.

Today, on the White House lawn, George
Bush will be inaugurated as the next
President of the United States. Already,
he faces a tall order if we're to take him
at his word.
Bush made some heady promises during
the glow of Martin Luther King (MLK)
day. In the address he delivered, Bush urged
all to heed Dr. King's message so "that
. bigotry and indifference to disadvantage
will find no safe home on our shores, in
our public life, in our neighborhoo ds, or
in our home, and that Reverend King's
dream for his children and ours will be
fulfilled. It will, I promise, be my mission
of the United States."
Meanwhile, the president-ele ct has also
committed himself to be the 'education
president.' He has acknowledged the United
States' weakness with this and has made
education a top priority for his adminis-

trat1011.
In light of the reports released on MLK
day, Bush should have his hands full. It
would be an insult to everything King stood
for if his speech was merely hollow words
to capture the limelight from King's day.
Time will tell if he is truly dedicated to
the goals he's laid out.
Back in our little world, the state of New
Hampshire has managed to degrade King's
peaceful messages for yet another year.
But, like Bush, we must reverse the tide.
Racism must not be allowed to undermine
any educational institution; knowledge is
too precious to be infected with that disease.
On another Monday - this Monday - at
6 p.m., _w e have a chance to support the
end of racism on campus . In front of
Thompson Hall, join the candlelight march
.supporting King and his holiday.

·s
Movie
To the Editor:
To whom it may concern,
We at MUSO would like to
apologize for any inconviences
caused by the sound problems
experienced at last night's showing
of 'Midnight Run.' Two of our three
projectors were not operating
properly, causing the problems you
witnessed. I assure you that, to the
best of our ability, we will prevent
this from happening in the future.
Thank you for attending and thank
you for your cooperation. Please
feel free to stop by our office in the
MUB (Rm. 148) and share any
suggestions on how we can help
serve you better in all our productions.
Thanks again,
Eric Stites-MUSO President
P.S.-The heat was not our fault.
Talk to the MUB managers.

Mace

of the mace. The right side of my
face was very irritated and burning.
My friends helped me wash the
mace off my face and comforted me
as I stood in the bathroom, shaking.
It was difficult to breathe. We called
Health Services to see what care
they prescribed for mace. Heh. They
probably thought I was a rapist.
They called the University Police,
who I made a report with.
Later that night we went out
looking for the car. We found it
parked not 100 feet from where I
was attacked. I know the license
plate and so do the police.
What kind of person would do
somthing like that? It scares me
to think that he is considered to
be a responsible citizen. The attack
was unprovoked and unnecessary,
but it is also a felony. If whoever
did this to me and two other people
last night is reading this, I want
you to know that I'm going to find
you and really going to enjoy seeing
you put in jail. Jerk.
John Kelliher

To the Editor:
Thursday morning at 12:10 a.m.,
I left my dorm to head off to my
fraternity to see some of my brothers. I walked across the street and
To the Editor:
I heard a car pull up behind me. A
Throughout the month of Devoice yelled, "Hey where can I get
1988, The New Hampshire
cember,
understand
some chow?" I didn't
accentuated the negative
repeatedly
the persons garbled words at first
physical condition of Smith Hall
so I walked over to the car to see International Centre. It's important
what they wanted. The car was a
the residents of Smith that our
maroon, four-door Toyota Corolla to
much needed renovations
home's
with ski racks on the roof. There
apparent to the student
made
be
were four males in the car. I leaned
body and to the administration. We
over to the left rear window to ask are all thankful for the thought
what he had said and he pointed
press coverage, but we
a water pistol at my face and shot provoking
rest of the university
the
want
don't
me. At first I though the liquid was
to falsely perceive Smith as a slumurine, which would have been bad
like hell hole. Rather, Smith Hall
enough, but as it turned out, it was
should be understood as a multimace.
"melting pot" of the
continental
The car sped away and I heard UNH environment, a family orgales of laughter. I got a look at the
community whose integrity
license plate which was a dark color iented
whose international events add
with white letters. I wasn't able to and respected cultural diversity
a well
read it because my eyes were already
this campus.
tearing. I ran to the front-door of to
Sincerely,
my dorm and tried to get the key
Matt Combs
into the lock but it was very difficult
An American Smith
to see. My vision was non-existent
Hall Resident
by this point, even though my
glasses had stopped a good portion _

Smith Hall.

Gratitude
To the Editor:
Life continuously presents itself
with many obstacles and challenges.
Personally, the biggest setback in
my life occurred December 21 when
my brother Gary was killed by a
terrorist's bomb on Pan Am Flight.
103 over Lockerbie, Scotland. He
was one of the 35 Syracuse University students coming home for
Christmas after spending a semester in London.
Gary will be remembered by
those who knew him as an easygoing, friendly person who showed
much potential for a successful life.
His sense of humor and charismatic
personality made it easy for people
to like him. He certainly was not
worthy of such a senseless, premature death.
Ironically, however, through my
brother's demise I have discovered
much good. I have learned of the
strength and character of my family,
and of the kindness and loyalty of
my friends. At this time, on behalf
of myself and my family, I would
like to express my sincerest graditude to all those in the UNH
community who have been so
wonderful in offering their prayers
and support. This overwhelming
display of compassion and thoughtfulness is helping me accept and
cope with this tragedy. Words
cannot express how much it is
appreciated. Thank you from the
bottom of my heart.
I feel cheated in losing my brother
so early in life. I will miss him a
great deal. But I also feel fortunate.
I realize now that I have true friends
who care, and that because of them
I will make it through this, my
greatest challenge.
Sincerely,
Paul Colasanti

Vandals

did it was drunk or high on so~ething. I don't know or care--it is
no excuse for such behavior. I am
sure that you were not aware of our
situation, but please grow up and
realize that your immaturity was
just one more stress for our family
to bear, both financially and emotionally.
It is very sad to think people like
you will ~ecome the professionals
of the future world.
• Susan Rohleder
Amherst, N.H.

1985 Pontica Fiero on November
18, by pounding it with a rock.
It was parked in one of the
parking lots near the mini-dorms.
One of my sons had driven up to
inform his sister who lives in Eaton
House, that her father was being
transferred from Eliot Hospital in
Manchester to Mass General in
Boston--awaitin g a heart transplant.
This entire family is under a great
deal of stress to find that one of
our cars was needlessly vandalized
is just sens,,.less. Rather whoever
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University F~rum

An int ern atio nal
stu den t
ram ble s on
By Philip Verghis
Smith Hall Internat ional Center; 2/3 America n
and 1/3 Internat ional. My first taste of America ,
circa January 1987. Not quite the epitome of modern
hi-tech America; certainly differen t from the sleek
residenc e halls describe d in the glossy Hous'in g
Office pamphle ts that now rest snugly on my desk
over 10,000 miles away in sunny Trivand rum, my
home town in the souther n tip of India. Then the
move ro Babcock House; with some wonder ful
people there as well ...
My one and a half years in Smith conjure up a
diarrhea of images: of gossipin g, cantank erous 80
year old floor boards that ea-gerly announ ce the
presenc e of even the lightest of treads on its
uncarpeced protesti ng back; of greedy, gaping everenlargin g holes in walls with whom Univers ity
Mainten ance have all but conceded defeat, a dank
damp baseme nt char joyously awaits the coming
of rain co transfor m itself into an Olympic sized
swimmi ng pool; of an antiquated and racist plumbing
system that sees fit to separate hot and cold water
faucets in a pervers e form aqueous aparthe id; of
a manic-d epressiv e shower system whose mood
swings are inexorably linked to the flushing of toilets
on all other floors in an intricate chain of comman d
that would shift from comfortable to scalding-lobster
boiling- blister provoki ng hoc or to freezing coldice-snow - cold was regarde d as an essentia l
prerequ isite of the Smith Hall experie nce; of a
genteel fire alarm system that sees fit to whisper
its messag e of doom rather than provoke panic
with a rude cocophony of sound...
Of a well meaning adminis tration whose vision
of UNH becoming the best small public university
in the land has been stunted by the omnipr esent
linkers of bureauc racy; of a homoge nous student
body where internat ional students and minoriti es
stand out like flies in a glass of milk; of an exacting
educati onal system that extolls "the curve" and
pits student against student in an unsightl y petty
scramble for scarce grades; ·o f an insanely competitive
academic setting where fellow classmates are viewed
first as rivals rather than potenti al friends; of
humane professo rs whose immersi on in scholarly
tomes has not petrified their intellect into the narrow
confines of academia alone ...
Of spectacular New England ski slopes; of glorious
autumn when peacock-proud leaves stand resplendent in the gold strewn by a bountifu l sun; of late
fall days whose crumbli ng defense s retreat ever
earlier against the surrepti tious advances of night
in the never ending battle between these two ancient
adversa ries; of winds that rejoice in their youth
and playfully pleat the snowflakes into long white
braids as if to relieve the monoto ny of their
inexora ble and inevitab le fall to earth; of cocky

icy winter winds whose irrevere nt fingers mock

at all but the most resolute layers of sweater s; of
spinele ss building s that passive ly accept the
anonym ity of snow to mask all the characte ristics
chat constitute their individuality; of languid summer
days where strident sun meets pale flesh co cause
pain on the altar of fashion; of summer and fall
evening s when soccer ball meets Babcock wall in
a noisy, joyous celebration of life...
Of dreams of a future where the mind is not
confine d by mindles s habit but sec free co follow
the dictates of self; of freedom from the agony of
separat ion and !onlines s muted only by basking
in the warm glow of friendsh ips; of being able to
stand firm when the broad leaves of self-deception
threate n to obscure the vision of convict ion; of
being able to stumble out of che pit of mediocrity
and the dubious world of self-pity with a modicum
of dignity; of thought s of family where physica l
distance only creates spiritual closeness ...
Of the occasional trip home that triggered many
pleasant memories chat fickle memory h~d reduced
to gnarled vestiges of their former glory; of family
whose patience, love and understa nding constitu te
an immova ble fixture in a world of illusion ; and
finally of warm-he arted friends here that help ease
the pain of separati on and make my stay at UNH
an enjoyable one ...

Philip Verghis is a junior majoring in Electrical En. -gineering.
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Tu nin g in to th e tu ne d ou t
By Steve Wilkens and Jay Brown
Do you listen to WUNH ? If you're like most
student s on this campus , the answer is probabl y
no.
A bold claim? Hardly. The results of a Pulse survey
(Student Pulse Report #22, Spring 1987) requested
by WUNH indicate d that only 50 percent of the
310 student s surveye d listen to the station. This
clearly suggests that WUNH is less than popular
among student s. Other statistic s in the survey
support this assertio n. Of all student s surveye d,
only 14 percent listed WUNH as one of their three
favorite stations . It ranked fifth behind WERZ,
WHEB, WBCN, and WGIR. Fans will be happy
to know chat WUNH out scored the honky tonk
WOKQ by a whoppi ng 8 percent . Even among
listeners , WUNH isn't held in high regard. Of all
surveye d, only 29 percent rated the station good
or very good.
One would think chat a student- run radio station
would be popular with the students it represen ts.
WUNH obviously lacks this popularity. The question
we must ask ourselves is, why? It is our view that
the answer lies in the station' s program ming.
According to their 1988 program guide, "More than
80 percent of WUNH program ming is alternati ve
rock and progres sive music," but when student s
were asked by the Pulse survey to list their three
favorite types of music, only 16 percent listed
progress ive. With such a minority of progres sive
listeners , one can only wonder what the folks are
thinking over at WUNH .
WUNH prides itself on being the listenin g
alternative in the Seacoast area, broadcasting music
not heard on other stations . By doing this, they
feel they are providing a service to students. A station
playing 80 percent Zamfir and his pan flute would
also be an alternat ive, but if it lacked a satisfied

listenership, would it really be providing a service?
The statistics show that students are overwhelmingly
dissatisfied with WUNH 's program ming. Despite
calling themsel ves "The Freewa ves," WUNH
receives 11.6 percent of every student 's Student
Activity Fee. In other words, WUNH accepts
moneta ry input from everyon e, yet widespr ead
student input on program ming isn't accepted. Calling
the station to request a mainstr eam song is an
exercise in futility. Reques t "Boston " and you'll
likely get "Butthole Surfers."
The Pulse survey, request ed by WUNH yet
disregar ded by the station, indicate d the types of
music most favored by students . Top 40, old rock,
and oldies rounded out the top three with progressive
lagging behind in sixth place. WUNH 's program ming should reflect the desires and tastes of the
student body it's supposed to serve. A student radio
station with widespr ead student support would
have the ability to enhance commun ication in the
Univers ity community, and provide entertai nment
for all. This could, in turn, be a positive step towards
campus unity, a definite problem here at UNH.
In addition, increased liscenership would encourage
more talented and energet ic people to become
involve d with the station, boostin g the station' s
overall quality.
We envision a student radio station that really
provides somethi ng for everyone. It would feature
specialty program s such as jazz, blues, reggae, and
even progressive, but general program ming would
be based in mainstream popular music. This would
be WUNH ' s formula for success. Until they begin
moving in this direction, however, students won't
listen to a station that doesn't listen to students.

Steve Wilkens is managing editor of The Granite.
Jay Brown is a student senator.
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Arts & Entertainment
AccidentalTouris t:best fi)~·
By Marc A. Mamigonian
I guess the first thing to
mention is that I saw a busload
full o' films during break. Nine,
to be exact. Furthermore, I am
going to cram them all into one
rambling article, so if I give any
of the films short shrift, I
· apologize now. Most (or all) of
the following films are still
playing in this area, so if you
see something that interests
you, go for it, dude.
I really hoped that I would
like Scrooged, but you know
what? I didn't. In fact, it was
mostly really lame. There were
some really funny bits at the
beginning that lampooned television, but after that the laughs
were few and far between. Bill
Murray never caught fire because he was trying hard to be
suitably Dickensian. The effort
showed in that everything he
did to breathe life into
Scrooged's carcass seems
strained. Richard Donner directed in his usual overblown
fashion. Truly a waste of time
and talent, although it did
remind how annoying Karen
Allen is. Which is something,
I suppose.
Meryl Streep returned to the
screen with her latest accent and
the ugliest hair money can buy
in Fred Schepepsi's A Cry In the
Dark, the true story ot an
Australian couple who were
accused of murdering their
infant child after she was apparently carried off by a dingo
(a wild dog) when the family
was camping. The case was a
media sensation in Australia,
making the case and the family
a topic for discussion in every
home. Streep is fantastic (gasps
of shock) and the film is effective up to a point. There are
many problems, however. The
film makes its points- the couple
is innocent and the media is a
bunch of blood-sucking weaselsrelatively early on in the film,
and then beats us over the head
with them. The material is
compelling, but not so compelling that it hides the simple truth
that the main characters aren't
very likeable to begin with. In
fact, they are pretty damn thick.
Still, it is worth seeing for
Streep.
I was pleasantly surprised by
Dirty Rotten Scoundrels. I was
suspicious of a feature length
film with humans directed by
Frank Oz, and with Michael
Caine it's either feast or famine,
depending on whether or not
he is doing the film because he
wants to or if he is doing it for
the mone . An way, it's a re_tty

nice, slick, fun 1"V little movie
about a high class con-man
(Michael Caine) and a bargain
basement one (Steve Martin)
who compete for rich babes on
the French Riviera. The film
has a nice light touch and Caine
and Marrin are both just great.
This is the type of good, solid
entertainment that Hollywood
used to churn out by the bushel
but seems to have all but forgotten how to make.
Although it is no longer
playing around here, Errol
Morris' The Thin Blue Line is
now available on home video,
and well worth checking out.
It is a semi-documentary centering on a murder of a policeman in Texas in 1976 and the
man who was <:onvicted, unjustly, in Morris' opinion, of the
crime. It is a remarkably effective and vivid film, mixing
reenactments in with spare
interview footage of the principals involved in the case.
.Morris' never lets you doubt for
an instant that his view of the
·c ase is correct; which means,
perhaps, that an equally eftective film could be made from
the same incident to refute
Morris' position. The film is a
display in how powerful film
can be as a persuasive medium
and also as a means of twisting
or conveying the truth.
Boy, was I wary when I first
saw the poster for Rainman.
Dustin Hoffman and Tom
Cruise in the same film? The
whole thing smelled suspiciously Ishtar-ish. I need not have
worried, because Rainman is a
generally subtle and vrey intelligent examination of a difficult
to understand condition- autism.
Tom Cruise plays a hot-shot,
manipulating, car huckster
(Cruise? A hot-shot? Get outta
here) who, upon his father's
death, expects to inherit a
fortune. Instead, the lion's share
of the money goes to his autistic
brother, Raymond (Hoffman),
whom he never even · knew
existed. In order to coerce his
father's lawye!'s into making a
deal with him, Cruise "kidnaps"
Raymond and takes him cross
country. And guess what; obnoxious punk Cruise really
comes to have an understanding
and an affection for his brother,
and vice-versa. Obviously the
whole idea of the buddy movie
and the cross country road film
is a bit long in the tooth, but
this does not seriously impair
the film because Rainman
throws a twist on it with Raymond's autism. Victims of autism are, to varying de~r-~es, ir~_

their own world, essenciaUy, and
they become dependent on
maintaining a set routirie and
an ordered environment (I am,
to be sure, greatly oversimplifying things). Thus, the aadition of the road film- as the two
pass down the road, they come
rn 1rnderstand one another and
fall in love or something- is
altered because it is not entirely
clear if one of the principals is
capable of such an understanding or even being understood.
Hoffman is so totally convincing
(and funny at times, without
demeaning the condition) that
he forces you to overlook some
of the structural flaws of the
film. Tom Cruise also does a fine
job, particularly as the film
progresses and he is allowed,
finally, to show some depth as
an actor. It just goes to show
that anything is possible (I even
hear that we are actually getting
good live entertainment in the
person of Elvis Costello. Who
says- The New Hampshire
doesn't get results?).
The makers of Beaches- the
director, Garry Marshall ( of
Laverne & Shirley fame), and
the writers- should be condemned for all eternity to wallow in the same kind of kitcshy
swill that they used to create
the film. It certainly seemed like
an eternity to me when I
watched it. If there had been
anything genuine in Beaches I
wouldn't feel so bad about such
talent- Bette Midler (who I
think should be set adrift in the
South Seas anyway) and Barbara
Hershey (who I like very much)going to complete waste. If there
was a cliche to fall back on, a
cheap emotion to play on, or a
feeble excuse for Midler to sing,
Beaches jumped at the chance.
If I knew two people as annoying as the two women in
Beaches, I would kill them. I
recommend that you do the
same.
Although Working Girl is a
better film than Dirty Rotten
Scoundrels, they shares this in
common: in the 1930's and 40's,
the studios made films like thisfast, slick, funny- in their sleep.
Working Girl is a conscious
attempt to revive the type of
screwball-ish film that is associated with actresses like Jean
Arthur or Katherine Hepburn.
It is also a successful attempt.
Mike Nichols has gotten his act
together, and the players- Melanie Griffith, Harrison Ford,
and Sigourney Weaver are all
in fine form, and Ford and

Films, page 16

Troupers ham it up for True Vaudeville

Weekend Fillers
The 1989 "Prize Plays" are under way. The
student run performances will continue in the
Hennessy Theater of the Paul Creative Arts Center
on Jan. 21 - 22.
The Portsmouth Academy of Performing Arts
presents a TRUE VAUDEVILLE Show at the Bow
Street Theatre running Jan. 19 - 29. Tickets for
this comical recollection of vaudeville days are $10
($12 Sacs), and may be purchased at the theater.
Herbie Hancock and Adam Makowicz wiHpresent
a night of hard swinging jazz on Jan. 21. The back
to back concerts will be presented at 7 and at 9:30
p.m.-, in the Spaulding Auditorim of the Hopkins
Center, in Hanover, N.H.

Prize Plays
By Joanne Marino
The 16th Annual Undergraduate Prize Plays are underway
.this week in the Hennessy
Theater of the Paul Creative
Arts Center. The three one-act
plays are written, directed and
performed by UNH students.
The first play, Popular Wisdom, is a compare-and-contrast
glimpse at two couples who
reside in the same apartment
complex. The Pattersons and
the Sommers, while quite different in appearance and style,
share common characteristics
beneath the surface.
The Pattersons, laid up for
the day due to husband Gordon's
injury, come across as a meatand-potato family. Their relationship is more physical and
raw compared to their counterparts.
The Sommers are a more
intellectual and clinical pair.
- Withdrawn from the outside
world, they only operate within
the walls of their apartment.
Isolationism runs their lives as
Pep and Win depend on each
other to supply amusement.
Similarities arise, however,
when the curiosity of both wives
inspire them to look beyond
their immediate surroundings
while ignoring their husbands'
nagging need for attention.
Miscommunication powers
the comic moments in the play
as well as the quirky characters
author Carrie Bradley creates.
Popular Wisdom subtly examines two contrasting themes:
the men ~voiding change, and
the wives' restlessness with
their lives, fantasizing that the
ache~ w..omaoJUvir.ha.v4!..a.better,,

life.
That'll be the Day is a surprisingly clever send-up of overdone 'died and stuck in limbo·
stories. Our hero is Darrell, a
handsome young man who can't
believe he is now dead. Opening
in a Here Comes Mr. Jordan
fashion, author Todd Lyman
quickly exploits any similarities
with outrageous characters and
biting dialogue. When the receptionist ·asks call-girl Cherry
her social security number, she
answers, "I don't have one. I
work under the table." "I bet
you do," the receptionist replies.
The play is also kept moving
with injections of familiar
theme songs for each character
ranging from "Mission Impos~
sible" to "Only the Good Die
Young."
The final production was The
Secret of the Lemon Slices by
Leslie Robinson. This play
examines the relationship of
a teenage boy and his grandmother. When the boy's mother
announces plans to remarry, his
grandmother must help him
face his negative feelings, even
if it is in "all those Freudian
.
ways."
The Secret of the Lemon
Slices has its strong moments,
but occasionally lapses into a
tired pace. The theme brings
up some of the interesting aftereffects children of divorce suffer
from.
If anything, the prize plays
give us insightful glimpses into
the bizarre minds of our own
UNH students. But more than
that, they offer a rich experience
in the theater.
. .. . , ., .,
t. .
•
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(continued from page 15)
Weaver obviously enjoy ;tep- · subtlety (if somethiiig can't be
ping out of their usual film conveyed in a dramatic 360
personae. Griffith gets her first degree pan, than Sto~e wants
good role since Something Wild, none of it) he gets ~he Job do_ne.
and she makes it obvious that And by the way, did I mention
this is the one that is going to that Bogosian is Armenian?.
Undoubtedly the best film
finally make her a star, or else.
I thought that Ford would have released during break, and one
the comic touch of a stick, but of the best films of the last year,
I was wrong; he is rather Gary is T1; e Accide1:tal T?urist. _They
Cooper-ish (you wouldn't have don t make frl_ms Irk~ thi_s anthought that he had any comic ymore, but this one is (f ig?re
talent, but he did) and complete- that one out). I am n?t gorng
ly winning. It is just a very fun to give any plot synopsis for two
reasons; I don't want to create
. ,
.
. .
film
Tai~ Radto _is Enc Bogos1an s any false impressions, and beadapt10n of ~is own play about sides, this article is way too long.
a con~rovers1~l and venemous It is brilliantly acted- especially
late-nrght rad10 talk show host William Hurt and Geena Davis~played by Bogosian). The fil1:1 and intelligently written written~
is. structure~ awkwardly- _it and directed by Lawrence Kasbrmgs matenal _that was not m clan. Everything that Beaches
the play, matenal based on the is not, this film is: honest in its
Den':'er talk show host Allen emotions, intelligent, genuinely
Bergs murde~ (oops, I gave human, and totally believable
away the endmg). But wh~t in its characters. I could go on
makes the film so powerful is at great length about The AcBogosi_an 1(Gues~ what? He's cidental Tourist, -and normal~y
~rmentan.)._He g1v~s a~ mered- I would, but enough. If there is
1bly energetic a~d nvetmg per- one film out now that you should
formance. Not likeable, but you see this is the one. So go
'
can't not watch him. Oliver alr;ady.
Stone directs, and although he
will never win any points for

The W aterboys

The Waterboys
Fisherman's Blues
Chrysalis Records
By Arthur Lizie
The Waterboys (a.k.a. Mike
ancient "tube" style computer, : Scott and his current drinking
"Duet" contains a simple, one- companions) have always been
layered melody line-close to a derivative band. This is not
the sound of toad humming a negative criticism, just an
sleepy harmony. His current observation. In their formative
"Work in Progress," on the days, The Waterboys' sound
other hand, is a multi-layered echoed gloriously with the rattle
piece with intricate beats and and hum influence of a much
heralded Irish band, in spite of
rhythms.
A history of progression, you Scott's sly declaration that "I
Will Not Follow." The 'Boys
could say the concert was.
Rogers uses a IBM PC/ AT soon toned down their Emerald
combined, through a MIDI Four imitation and began to raid
interface, with a Yamaha syn- the musical coffers of Robert
thesizer for much of his work. Zimmerman; This Is The Sea's
He composes with a commercial "Be My Enemy" and Zimmy's
music composition program "Tombstone Blues" are pracdirectly onto the computer and tically the same song. On Fisherthe synthesizer performs it. It's man's Blues, Scott & Co.'s fourth
then recorded straight onto a and latest album, the band's
roots are once again apparent
deck.
"A lot of my music is difficult (this time it's Dylan, Van Morto play directly," Rogers said. rison and traditional Irish mus"The computer is really good ic), but they overcome a possible
at doing hard rhythm things, creative pitfall to deliver one
absolute precision. The kinds of the winter's most enjoyable
albums.
of things I like to do."
Unlike other highly derivaHis "Canonic Structures"
explored obscure beats and tive bands, such as The Alarm,
heavy chords; origins were hard The Waterboys are not content
to think of. Rogers explained with mere emulation. They
his music was influenced by move beyond the sincerest form
Stravinsky, definitely, and jazz. of flattery by infusing other
"The jazz isn't apparent, but artists' basic ideas with clever,
it's there," Rogers said. "That at times ingenius originality.
influence is more indirect. I Singer/ songwriter Scott, along
guess it's got something to do with a small core band and many
non-gratuitous hangers-on, may
with growing up in the U.S."
borrow a lot from others, but

Comp uterM usic
rly Patrik Jonsson Computer
music, the sort Professor John
Rogers creates within the wellvacuumed .cubicle rooms at the
new Science Building, is moody
stuff. It's erratic movie space
music, full of creative dissonance
and intoxicated rhythms. Rogers' played five of his compositions to lunch-eating listeners
Thursday in the atrium of the
Science Building and though his
music is best fitted to read to
or perhaps to choreograph a
dance around, the concert
showed, for better or worse,
directions computers can take
music, if given a chance.
"Computers are not about to
replace violins in symphonies,
but they are becoming the
standard in pop recordings and
in music that uses special effects," Rogers said after the
performance.
Rogers, who's been working
on computer synthesized music
at UNH since the first systems
emerged in the early sixties,
played pieces ranging from that
period to ones he's working on
now. His 1960 piece "Duet,"
although revised two years ago,
showed, when compared with
the later pieces, how while
computers have gotten smaller,
their capabilities have multiplied manifold. Created on an

-Mike Scott of The Waterboys.

he also has a lot of ideas to share.
Morrison's "Sweet Thing"
is rendered here not as an
obligatory cover song, but as a
heartfelt valentine not only to
an object of affection but also
to the genius and mythic figure
Morrison. Scott's unwavering
vocal sincerity and inventive
musical arrangement reinterpret "Sweet Thing," making it
simultaneously Scott's own tune
and the obvious inspiration for
his "This Is The Sea." He also
pays a minor tribute to The
Beatles by including a few lines
from "Blackbird."
In the Dylan department,
many of the songs recall the
rollicking spontaneity of Desire.
The title cut, a lolling escapist
tune featuring a delightful bobbing fiddle, and "World Party"
(co-written with ex-Waterboy
Karl Wallinger, but not the
same song as World Party's
"World Party." Go figure.)
would fit comfortably along side
the battles of Hurricane Carter
and such.
"We Will Not Be Lovers" has
the seamless, hypnotic quality
that marks Dylan's best songs
("Stuck Inside of Mobile ·with
The Memphis Blues Again"
"Tangled Up In Blue") although
the lyrics, a spark of spiteful
false laughter designed to hide
the tears, are pure Scott.
If the first half of the album,
recorded -in 1986-7, is a tribute
to pop interpretations of folk,
the second half, re<;orded in
1988, finds The Waterboys

going directly to the roots,
interpreting Irish folk music
without the protective filter
offered by an alliance with pop
icons. This music is as close to
the soul of Irish folk music a pop
band is going to get, The Pogues
be -damned. One could perform
a hearty jig to either "Dunford's
Fancy" or "When Ye Go Away"
if one were so inclined; New
York Policemen in old movies
would even be fooled.
The tour de force of the
traditional material is the Irish
folk tune "When Will We Be
Married?" Scott adds an Irish
brogue to his Scottish tongue
and sounds as authentic as he
did recording Native American
songs a few years back. A true
delight.
The record's only miss, and
a slight one at that, is "The
Stolen Child." While the music,
primarily a lilting flute counterpointed by a dashing piano
riff, is decent enough, the vocals,
the recitation of a Yeats poem
by a haggard old gentleman,
boarders on Spinal Tap pret·
ension.
Fisherman's Blues is an ambitious project that could have
failed miserably had it not been
for Mike Scott's obvious affection for the material. Although
a bit ambitious for the pop
world, this may be the album
that breaks the too-long overlooked Waterboys. Fisherman's
Blues was worth the three year
wait, but let's hope the layoff
isn't so long next time.

This show Mats. $2.50, Eves. $4.00
VERY GOOD AMERICAN ART FILM.

WB.

7:00, 9:00 - Mats. Sat & Sun 12:45, 2:45, 4:50

Don Ameche - Joe Montegna

uTHINGS CHANGE''
PG
·
7:10, 9:10 - Mats. Sat & Sun 12:50, 2:50, 4:50

"S-C-B-0-0-G-E-D"
Mats. Sat & Sun 1:0~3:00, 5:00

"Earnest Saves vhr1stmas"
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HELL
(continued from page 2)
tries another section. She said
she will be calm until she learns
the result of that attempt.
'Tm really concerned but I
guess I shouldn't be," said
Hadwen. ·"I'll go to class on
Monday and if I don't get that

then I'll be worried.
Irwin returns from his class.
Although it was filled, he is
calm. Spring semester has always been bad for him. Last
spring he only recieved one
course.

"It's just an unnecessary
hassle," he says. "It should not
be a hassle for me to get these
things. There is no reason at
a university this big that so
many people shouldn't get

classes."
He pulls himself up from his
chair, prepared to continue his
quest for mediocre course subjects. The last semester he
looked for classes merely to fill

his schedule. He went through
the motions of learning. It was
a long semester.
"I got it so I rook it," says
Irwin. "I never went. I got a C.
I never went and I got a C."

SIS
ounee

With Automatic Approval, it's easier to qualify while you're still in school.
Now getting the Card is easier than ever. For the
very first time, students can apply for the American
Express(!, Card 01 er the phone.
Simply call 1-800-942-..\.\lEX. Wt'll take your application by phone anc! · egin to process it right away.
~
It couldn't be easier.
® I.IWEST
What's more, because you attend
1 this school full time. vou can also take
NORT
Al RLI NES advantage of the Automatic Approval
LOOK TO US
Offer for students. With this offer. you can
get the American Express Card right nowwithout a full-time job or a credit history. But if you
have a credit historv, it must he unblemished.
Ifs actually easier for you to quali~·for the Card now,
while you're still a student, than it ever wi!I he again.
1

1

1

,

Become a Cardmember
Fly Northwest $99 roundtrip.
As a student Cardmember you will be able to enjoy

an extraordinary travel privilege: fly twice for only
S99 roundtrip to any of the more than 180 Northwest
Airlines cities in the 48 contiguous United States
(only one ticket may he used per six-month period):;,
Aml. of course. you·ll also enjpy all the other exceptional benefits and personal service you would expect
from American Express.
Apply no\\' hy
calling 1-800-912A.\lEX. And then
you can really go
places-for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
~

■TRAVEL
RELATED
SERVICES
An Amencan Express company

*Some restrictions ma) apph For complete offer Lhub call l-XOO l).1~ -.\.\IE\ Lurrl'llt ~tu<ll'llt Lar<lnll'mhef' aut11mat1calil rl'Ct'lle t\111 $l)l) twd 111ucl1t·r- 111 tltt· 111:itl
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UNIVERSITY OF

NEW HAMPSHIRE
- 1988-1989
Student Health Insurance Plan
iHE PLAN IS OFFERED THROUGH THE
AMERICAN COLLEGE HEALTH ASSOCIATION (ACHA)
Andi

_THE

PRUDENTIAL -❖

·uen by
·'"·

_
PANY OF AMERICA

The Plan Off • Major , ,
• Outs -'

• Eas- ·
The PruPASS _

PruPASS (P ,
stress in hea
surgery and h
about your hea
PruPASS is eas

) reduces the
1
nnecessary
'luable information
c _:

\

telephon~ call.

Qutstanding Service

The Prudential has a Ion·
ent to providing outstanding
!service. These services include e 1cated staffs, personalized attention,
and state-of-the art systems,~
Easy Enrollment

During the registration process, you will have an opportunity to enroll
for Student Health Insurance. Upon enrollment, you will be furnished
with a plan description, an ID Card and a PruPASS card.
If you are undecided or if you have questions about the plan,
information can be obtained from Mary Wahl at 603-862-.1530.

DEADLINE FOR ENROLLMENT IS JANUARY 27, 1989!
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Ccimics

Superguy

by Kurt Krebs
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STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student Is Ellglble for Some Type of Flnanclal
Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships, fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private
sector funding.
Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence.
Therq's money available for students who have been newspaper
carriers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers ... etc.
Results GUARANTEED.

CALL
ANYTIME

For A Free Brochure ·
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800) 346-6401

~-------------------~
Examine the Possibilities

A CAREER
IN CYTOTECHNOLOGY
The diagnosis of cancer and benign disease
through the microscopic evaluation of cells.

A Great Way To Apply Your

Science Degree
• Now accepting applications for the class starting In septe.mber •

-

School of Cytotechnology

~T - DeGoesbriand
Unit
Burlington, Vermont 05401

Medical Center Hospital of\ermont (802) 658-5133' ,
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY ,10th at 8:00pm
Tickets will Qe on sale next Thursday
,(the 26th of Janu ary)
• STUDENTS...$5.00
• NON-STUDENTS...$9.00
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Welcome! Ne w Semester! Ne w Products!
'l'''·.Prod~•~t
Spl'CI,1I Ld1ti on

Jan uarv 20, 198 9

·

./

·

Int rod uci ng Hewlett-Packard
Hew lett - Pack ard DeskJet Print er
Hew ie~ - Pack ard LaserJet Series II
Hew lett - Packard LaserJet Series IID

$

580.00
1450.00
2400.00

ys and Fridays
All orders will be placed as special orders only. Produc ts will be ordere d on Tuesda
d at time of order.
at 3 p.m. and will be delivered in approx imately 2 days. UNH-1 0 is require
Produc t and pricing lists are available at the University Technology Center.

H-P
IBM
Apple

H-P
IBM
Apple

H-P
IBM
Apple

H-P
IBM
Apple

H-P
IBM

LaserJets • Plotters •Paint.Jet• Scanners • Fonts • Memory • Plotter Pens

Apple

H-P

Holiday Specials are still in effect unt il Jan uar y 31st.
Stop by the Technology Cen ter for mor e details.
University Technology Cen ter
Thom pson Hall• Room 14A • 862-1328
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE
1984 SUBARU GL-10 STATION WAGON,
EXCEPTIONAL CONDITION . ALL OPTIONS INCLUDING A?C, CRUISE, SUN : ROOF. 37 MPG . BEAUTIFUL. $3950 or B.O.
868-5122.
BOOKS FOR SALE : Fren 501, LMT 455,
PHYS 406. Call Denise 356-7604
1987 Ply. Horizon 33 K miles, 5 sp. 5 d/ dps ·
AM/FM Stereo. Runs Great 7 /70 Warrenty
$4600 or B.O. Call 659-3126 Ask For Mike
or leave Message.
1980 VW Rabbit 4 door, Sun Roof . Good
Condition $950. 659-7132
NHOC OPENING MEETING!! Tues . Jan
24, 7 p.m. SENATE-MERRIM ACK RM,
MUB . TRIP SIGN-UPS, MEET PEOPLE,
ANO YiJORLD 'S MOST FASCINATING
SLIDE SHOW!! COME JOIN THE FUN!!
PLANE TICf<'ETS : TWO 1-WAY TO SAN
DIEGO ON FEB. 15. $75 each. WILL SELL
SEP!::RATELY. CALL JUSTIN 862-4145
: 9EN!!
STUDENTS. INTERESTED INC'
JOBS AVAILABLE NOW AT LIT Lt 'JEOPLES ' CENTER DAYCARE IN D,.!F:HAM
JOBS INCLUDE CHILD CARE WORKERS,
COOKING ANO MAINTAINANCE .
WORK-STUDY REQUIRED. WORK IN A
SUl-'PORTIVE, COOPERATIVE ENVIRONMENT WITH FUN PEOPLE!! KATIE SPED ERO, WORK-STUDY COORDINATOR,
868-5412.

f-8PVIMED
-

PORTSMOUTH PUBLIC LIBRARY - LIBRARY ASSISTANT -General library
work. May include typing, filing, computer
data entry , bar coding books, shelving
books, inventory, other library work as
n€eded. Accuracy and attention to detail
very important. Ability to type preferred.
Must use judgment referring problems to
supervisor. $6.00 per hour 10-20 hr./week.
Contact: Susan Mccann 431 -2000 x252
For a great summer job in June ...apply for
the Freshman Orientation staff. Applications in Dean of Students Office and at MUB
Info Desk. Deadline Feb 8.
Office Workers Needed: Four UNH College
Work Study positions available at the Social
security office in Portsmouth, NH . Pays
$6.00 per hour. Applicants must be approved for Callege Work Study by UNH .
Call 433-0716 and ask for Mr. White.
SUMMER STAFF POSITIONS open at
family resort on lake in N.H . Various jobs
available. Full board and room possible.
Loch Lyme Lodge, Lyme, N.H. 03768 (603)795-2141 .
WANTED - l'm.desperate ... and I need a
mattress too . Women in Durham needs
one bedspring mattress to make her
nightl ife complete . Please, I will pay. Call
Ann at 868-7569.

Pe rsonal Care attendent Needed for
Disabled Person on Weekends . Pay is
$6 .25/hr. Accessable to Students on
Campus. Job consists of: Personal Groom ing, House Cleaning, & Meal Preparation .
For More info Call 868-1986 Leave Message.
Monitor library second floor to assure that
library users are conduting themselves
in an appropriate manner, as determined
by library 's rles. Monitor expected to walk
aorund second floor during evening. When
no one requiring attention, monitor may
do studying . Must deal effectively with
people, so atmosphere conducive to
studying is maintained. Cooperative, polite,
firm manner required . $4.50 per hour
Monday-Thursday, 6-9 p.m. Contact: Susan
Mccann 431-2000 x252

HOLIStNG
CONDO FOR SALE: OR RENT: Beautiful
antique condo unit near Market Square,
Portsouth. 1 bedroom, 2 fireplaces. Small
pets. (603) 436-9094.
ROOM AND BOARD- $1375 spring semester. Includes Meal Plan, utilities and Parking
Space is available. On campus - Call Ben
Richards 868-9859.

The proportion of heavy drinkers increases
fairly steadily from 6% of those with
grammar school education, to 15% of those
who are college graduates.

If you are a sexually active gay or bisexual
male, you may be at risk for AIDS. For free,
anonymous and non-judgemental AIDS
antibody counseling and/ or testing, call
the office of Health Education and Pro motion, Health Services Center, UNH, 8623823
CHl-0 OPEN RUSH!! WED ., JAN. 25 , 7
to 9 p.m., Thurs., Jan. 26, 7 to 9 p.m., Sunday,
Jan. 29, 4 to 6 p.m.!! Come see what Chi
Omega's all about!
FREE HORS D'OEUVRES AT GLORY
DAZE BEGINNING TODAY 3-5 p.m. IN
THE LOUNGE.

NHOC OPENING MEETING 1! TUES. JAN
24 , 7 P.M. SENATE-MERRIM ACK RM,
MUB. TRIP SIGN-UPS, MEET PEOPLE,
AND WORLD'S MOST FASCINATING
SLIDE SHOW!! COME JOIN THE FUN!! .

Alcoholism has been called "the most
serious drug problem": due to the cost to
society, physical damage to the body's
organs, and the large number of fatalities
and victims resulting from accidents or
withdrawal symptoms. Call 862-3823 .
Health Services for more info.

Lee, Private bedrooms with shared spacious liv. rms, dining area, and bathroom.
Free washer and dryer. $55 .00 to 85.00
with 160 deposit.

YOU THERE!!
Using more than one drug at a time can
be even more hazardous than over drinking.
The effects may be additive and they may
interact in unknown ways. Overdose
and/ordeath is more possible.

NEEDED- Female non-smoker to share
room. New Condo in Dover 6 mi from
campus. $300/mo. includes utilities. Call
Jenn 749-4031.
CONDO FOR SALE OR RENT: Spacious
2 bedroom condo, quiet Portsmouth area
residential setting near Coast route . Pets
allowed. (606) 436-9094.

PERSONALS

If you have had a blood transfusion between
1975 and 1985, you might be at risk for
AIDS . For free and anonymous AIDS
antibody counseling and for testing call
the office of Health Education and Pro motion, Health Services Center, UNH. 8623823.
If you have used I.V . drugs and shared
needles since 1978, you might be at risk
for AIDS . For free, anonymous and nonjudgemental AIDS antibody counseling
and I or testing call the office of Health
Education and Promotion, Health Services
Center, UNH. 862-3823. ·

SPRING RUSH AT CHl-0!!-Come meet
the sisters of Chi Omega. Wed, Jan. 25,
7 to 9 p.m ., Thurs, Jan. 26, 7 to 9 p.m.,
Sunday, Jan. 29, 4 to 6 p.m. HOPE TO SEE

868-6062

English Dept. 862-1313; Marianne For tescue, Student Activities 862 -1524; Susan
Franzosa, Dept. of Education 862-2376 ;
Emily Moore, Dean of Students Office 8622050.

If you have had multiple sexual partners
since 1978, you might be at risk for AIDS.
For free, anonymous and non-judgemental
antibody testing and/or counseling call
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH 8623823

ROOMATE WANTED IMMEDIATELY TO
LIVE IN HOUSE IN NEWMARKET . $185
a month. Call 659-3126 ask for Mike or
leave Message.

FEMALE ROOMATES NEEDED - COOPS
APT S-9 DURHAM, SINGLE BEDROOM
FURNISHED, DOUBLE AVAILABLE ALSO,
FIREPLACE, SUNDECK, PARKING,
$260/mo. HEAT INCLUDED. CALL NOW!

What 's the difference being different? Do --rryou are- a !fexually active- gay or-bisexual
male, you amy be at ris~ for AIDS. For free,
you need support or want to talk to someone
anonymous a nd ~on -Judgemental AIDS
about being different at UNH ... feel free to
antibody counseling and /or testing, call
call any of these members of the Oiverisity
th e office of heal th Education and PromoCommittee: Denise Connors, Nursing Dept.
t,on, Heal th Services Center, UNH, 86?862-3405· Stuart Churchill-Hoyer Dean
38_2_3_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_
of StudM;s Office 862-2050; Les Fisher,

Passing out from too much alcohol ·is NOT
the same as blacking out. Passing out is
becoming unconscious, blacking out is
a memory lapse . More info call .Health
Services at 862-3823
Using alcohol responsibly means not letting
the use of alcohol have a negative empact
on self, others or property. For some people,
this may be the decision not to use alcohol
at all,. Recognize another's right to decide
for oneself. More info call Health Services

"Drink provokes the desire, but it takes
away the performance," Shakespeare .
Alcohol lowers inhibitions to respond to
sexual stimulation, but reduces physical
abilities and can lead to irresponsible
decisions making . Call Health Services
862-3823 for more info.
Using alcohol responsibly means not letting
the use of alcohol have a negative impact
on self, others or property. For some people
this may be the decision not to use alcohol
at all. Recognize another's right to decide
for oneself.
Drinking and driving is a serious problem.
More than 22,500 traffic deaths each year
involve a drinking driver, or 60 deaths every
day. More people have been killed in
alcohol-related accidents in this country
than have died in our foreign wars.

SPRING BREAK NASSAU/PARADIS E
ISLAND FROM $299.00 Package Includes:
Roundtrip air, transfers. 7 nights hotel,
beach parties, free luch, cruise, free
admission to nightclubs, taxes and more!!!
Cancun packages also available!! Organize
small group, earn free trip! 1-800-231-0113
or (203) 967-3330.
MUSO DARKROOMS is now offering
beginning five-week classes in black and
white and darkroom use for the semester.
All chemistry is free!! Contact Michael
Borehardt at MUSO. Room 148 MUS , or
call 862-1485
FREE FOOD AT GLORY DAZE . TODAY
3-5 P.M.
NHOC OPENING MEETING!!! Tues. Jan
24, 7 p.m . Senate-Merrimack Rm, MUB.
Trip SiGn-UpS, MeEt PeOpLe, AnD
WoRID's MoSt FaSclnAtlnG SlldE ShOW!!
Come join the fun!

TRIP SIGN-UPS, MEET PEOPLE, AND
SEE THE WORLD'S MOST FASCINATING
SLIDE SHOW!' NHOC OPENING MEETING!! Tues. Jan 24, 7 p.m. SenateMerrimack Rm, MUB. COME JOIN THE
FUN!!
WAKE 'N' BAKE IN BEAUTIFUL NEGRIL,
JAMAICA FOR SPRING BREAK '89. VERY
AFFORDABLE PACKAGES ORGANIZE
GROUP TRAVEL FREE. CALL 1-800-4267710
Everybody has a favorite cure for a
hangover, b_u t they all have one thing in
common - they don't work. What does work
is preventative medicine. If you control ·
your consumption, you won't get a hangover.

at 862-3823
The leading cause of death for 18-24 year
olds is drunk driving. We are the only age
group with an increasing death. Don't let
yourself or your friends become part of
the statistics. Call Health Services 8623823 for more info.

TUTORS NEEDED- - for Resource Econ
411, Physics, Math, Econ .. Accounting,
Engineering , other sc iences , computer,
and MORE (no English or writing)! Share
your knowledge -- you'll get paid, trained,
and you'll meet new people! Hours flexible,
as 'needed. Apply at the TASk Center,
College Road ; 862 -3698.

SPRING BnEAK--GREAT PRICE!! PARTY IN FLORIDA!! PANAMA/DATONA !!!
CALL: JONI 868-1637.
NHOC OPENING MEETING!! Tues . Jan
24 , 7 p.m. Senate -Merrimack Rm , MUB .
TRIP SIGN UPS, meet people, and world's
most fascinating slide show! Come join
the fun!!

ENJOY THE
REWARDS OF
RESEARCH:
If you'r~ a science major graduate with an M.D.
or Ph.D. in your future, make Tufts your first stop.
Look into our outstanding range of interim
research opportunities in the medical science area
(Biochemistry, Pathology, Anatomy and Cell
Biology, Molecular Biology, Physiology, N euroscience). In addition to working with distinguished, nationally known Tufts Medical School faculty
members, you will gain invaluable hands-on experience. And your assignment will be an impressive addition to your resume.
Openings are on Tufts Boston and Grafton campuses and can be timed to fit into your future
plans. Salary and benefits are generous. For
details, call (617) 956 - 6600 or write to Jenny
Siiver, Tufts University, 200 Harrison Ave,
Boston, MA 02111.
An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

TUFTS
UNNERSITY

LEADERSHIR
IT'S WHAT BEING AN
O.R. NURSE IS ALL ABOUT.
Operating Room
Nurses get the opportunity to lead in the
Army Reserve. It's part
of being an officer.
Along with prestige .
Along with respect.
You'll be part of an
exceptional health care
team. You'll work with
people who solicit your
opinions and advice.
You'll get opportunities
to train in sorr.e of the
most modern facilities
in the world. You can
enhance your nursing
career through continuing education programs.
Find out more about
leading in Army Reserve
Nursing. Ask about
flexible scheduling and
extra income .

Call 207-775-2194
SFC Ann Moore
Nurse Recruiter
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

ARMY RESERVE
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Women shine ••••
By Susan McCarter
Over the semester break the
~omen's track team competed
in two meets, the Dartmouth
Relays on January 7 and 8 and
a meet at Boston University on
January 14. Although these were
non-scoring meets, the Wildcats
did well in every event.
In the 20 lb. weight Karen
Wenmark broke the school
record, by throwing a personal
best of 47' 1". She then broke
her record in the meet at Boston
University with a powerful
throw of 48' 6 1/4". That throw
was strong enough to capture
first place.
Chia Movizzo's throw of 39'
4 1/2" and Marjorie Cate's 27'
3 1/2" toss allowed them to
.place 8th and 11th respectively
rn the Dartmouth meet. In the
BU meet Movizzo and Cate
joined Wenmark in setting
personal bests by throwing for
42' 4" for second place and 29'
10 1/2" for 8th place respectively.
Joanne Marshall leaped for
a season's best in the high jump,
placing fifth with a jump of 5'
2". She again placed fifth at BU
with a jump of 4' 11".
The team of Ali Wannop,
Laura Schofield, Michelle Page
and Kristy Downing came in
third in the championship 880m
relay at Dartmouth. In the 400m
race at Dartmouth Kristine
Grange placed third with a time
of 61.6 while Ali Wannop placed
fourth with 62.5. Kristine
Grange placed fourth in the
championship 400m at BU with
61.81 seconds.
At the Dartmouth Relays
Dawn Enterlein placed sixth in
the championship 800m with
a run of 2:24.15. In the 800m

run at BU UNH placed third
and fourth as Kerry Ellis finished in 2:36.92, her first time
ever running this event, and
Amy Entwistle crossed the line
with a time of 2:54.6.
On the second day of the
Dartmouth Relays UNH placed
third and fifth in an 800m open
event. Karen Cole got a third
with 2:29.37 and Tammy Gracer
placed fifth with 2:32.64.
That same day saw UNH take
a third place finish in the mile
relay, with the team of Ali
Wannop, Carolyn Sedgwick,
Kristine Grange and Amy
Brown scoring 4: 17 .11. They
ran 4: 11.3 in the BU meet to
finish second.
The team of Karen Cole, Kim
Cilley, Tammy Graser and
Dawn Enterlein placed sixth in
the two mile relay with 10:03.0.
The same team ran a 9:57.2 time
the next week, which was fast
enough to capture first place
in the BU meet.
UNH competed in three
more events at BU than at
Dartmouth, the long jump,
1000m and 200m.
In the long jump Kristine
Grange jumped 14' 10 1/2" to
claim second place, while Laura
Schofield got a fourth with 14'
7" and Michelle Page got fifth
with 14' 4".
Dawn Enterlein won the
1000m with 3:10.48 and Jen
Kopala placed fourth with
3 :28.1. Kerry Fortier placed
third in the 200m.
These were two good meets
for UNH. Many tracksters
scored personal bests and improved tremendously. The team
anxiously awaits its next meet
Saturday January 21 at home
against Bowdoin and Colby.

SWIMMERS--(continued from page 23)
had a number of strong showings lately. Shannon Doherty
.pla<;:e? second in the 200-yard
rndividual medley and first in
the 500-yard freestyle against
Providence. Against BC in December, Doherty won in the
100-yard backstroke and set a
new UNH record in the 500yard freestyle. Doherty's time
of 5: 14.91 broke the old record

•••••

by five seconds.
A fine performance was also
put in by Sue Ogden who won
the ~0-yard freestyle against
Providence, and came in second
in the 100-yard freestyle. Jen
Brannon had her career best
tim_e in the 50-yard freestyle
agaii:ist BC, coming in second.
Diver Pam Gauvin and Karen
Palmer have sparked a resurgence in the diving events.

Gauvin and Palmer finished
first and second in the I-meter
dive agai?s~ Boston College and
Palmer fmi shed second in both
the 1 and 3-meter dives against
Providence.
The 'Cats hope to reverse the
recent trend when they travel
to Burlington on Saturday to
take on the Catamounts of
UVM.

while men win twice

By Susan McCarter
On December 10, 1988 the
UNH men's track team began
their season with a win over
arch rival Maine 75-70. It was
quite ' a homecoming for the
men's track team, who have not
been able to perform at UNH
for several years.
Adam McKeon won the 3 5
lb. weight with a throw of 46'
6". UNH also captured third
and fourth with Roger Baker
throwing 41' 11.5'' and Eugene
White throwing 41' 10".
In the high jump Doug Sargent came in third with a jump
of 6' 6".
David Weisser threw the shot
put 51 feet to capture first place
in that event.
In the '.,,ng jump Garret
Valasquez tSarnered top honors
with a leap of 21' 9.5".
The Wildcats placed first and
second in the 1500-meter run.
Randy Hall ran an impressive
4~04.1 for first while Mike
Cannuscio followed behind with
a 4:09.0 for second.
In the 55-meter high hurdles
Daniel Gagnon won third place

with a time of 8.1 seconds.
Alvin Ross received first
place by sprinting the 55-meter
dash in 6.3 seconds.
Michael McNeilly placed second in the 400-meter run with
a time of 52.7 seconds .
In the 500-meter run Daniel
O'Shaughnessy ( 1 :08.2) and
John Hodson (1:08.2) placed
second and third respectively.
In the 800-meter run Darrell
Covell won with a time of 1:58
and Ryan Landvoy came in third
with a time of 2:00.2.
Gary Gustavson jumped for
third in the triple jump while
James Gebhardt and Tim Carney
took second and third res pectively in the 1000-meter run.
In the 200-meter run Alvin
Ross placed first while Joe
Almasian took third.
The Wildcats also placed first
and third in the 3000-meter
race. Randy Hall took first place
while Andrew Charron placed
third.
The meet was close throughout with the Wildcat relay teams
(1600 meters an 3200 meters)
providing the winning margi~

of 5 points.
On January 14 the Wildcats
traveled up to UVM and won
their meet against Vermont and
Bates.
Highlights of the meet included several first place finishes by Wildcat tracksters.
Darrel Covell finished first
in the 800 meter run, Randy
Hall won the 1500 meter run
Barney Barromeo took the long
jump, Gary Guftavson stole the
triple jump, and the Wildcat
relay team won the two mile
relay.
. T~e big news of the day
1ro01cally came from an individual who did not even win his
event.
Doug Sargent finished second
in the high jump, but still broke
the 42 year old UNH high jump
record with a jump of 6'8".
The Wildcats will next be in
act~on to~orrow when they
spit~ their squad, with half
staymg home for a meet against
Colby and Bowdoin at 12:00, and
the rest traveling to Boston
University for the ECAC North
Atlantic Conference Championships.

Welcome back New Hampshire Wildcats

MUSO
DARKR OOMS
Are now offering beginning five-week
classes in black and white and darkroom
use for the semester. All chemistry is free!!!

CONT ACT MICHAEL BORCHARDT AT
MUSO
ROOM 148 MUB OR CALL 862-1485
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Wrestle rs roll
By Siobhan Blair
Coach Jim Urquhart has a lot
to smile about this year and
much of it is the result of the
Wildcat wrestling team. The
team's record now stands at an
impressive 8-1.
During Christmas break the
team kept busy by traveling to
California where 118-pound cocaptain Mike Caracci and 158pounder Pat Napoli placed in
the Southern California Invitational at Cal-Fullerton.
The squad returned to the east
in January ro host and defeat
the University of Delaware, 329, and the University of Pennsylvania, 18-12.
Two days later the 'Cats again
hosted two opponents. The
results this time however were
not as sweet. UNH thoroughly
trounced Wagner by the score
of 36-8. Brown then put a
damper on the day by halting
the Wildcats 32-4, handing
chem their only defeat of the
season.
More recently the team has
again shown its strength. Last
Wl,-..:lnpr,:I,,., TT'I\Tl-T t-r?vPIPrl r-n

-

Bowdoin for a duel meet. Plymouth State College became
another victim as they fell 338. The 'Cats then went on to
crush their hosts, stopping
Bowdoin by the score of 52-0.
A variety of athletes have
helped to keep the wrestling
team going on its winning ways.
Caracci has been a strong performer and is on his way to
breaking the all time Wildcat
record for victories in a career,
now sec at 100. Also having an
excellent season is 158-pound
co-captain Paul Peterson, who
has won 75 percent of his
matches.
Two other wrestlers who
have been key factors in the
squad's success are Mark Perkins
and Jim Marcotte, in the 177pound and 150-pound weight
divisions respectively.
The team next competes at
home on Saturday. The Wildcats
will take on Boston College,
Seton Hall, and Kings College.
The meet will be held in Lundholm Gymnasium starting at
5:00 p.m.

.,..

"
The 'Cat; seem to be stuck watching
the action as they continue
to slide through a dismal losing streak. (file photo)

Swimme rs sink
By David Aponovich
These are lean times for the
UNH swimming teams. Both
squads have failed to win in their
last two outings. The latest
losses came on Wednesday in
a meet against Providence College. The mens' team, now 17, lost 150-87, while the women,
who are 2-4, were defeated 15290.
While the teams on the whole
are not having the best of luck
in the pool, consistent performers continue to shine for
the Wildcats.
Jerry Bailey is still virtually
unbeatable in freestyle events.
Against Providence, Bailey took
first place in the 1000 and 500yard freestyle events. He also
helped the 200-yard medley
relay to a second place finish.
Henr~ Baker also performed

well for the 'Cats, finishing
second in both the 50-yard
freestyle and the 200-yard butterfly.
Jeff Y orzyck and Clint Bogard
are diving well for -the team.
Y orzyck and Bogard f i~ished
i-2 in the 1-meter dive on
Wednesday. In the 3-meter dive,
Bogard took first while Y orzyck
came in second.
In UNH's last meet before
the Providence matchup, a
December 9 meet against Boston College, Bailey again took
to events, finishing first in the
200-yard butterfly, as well as
in the 400 individual medley.
He was just four seconds off the
New England record in that
event.
The women's team, too, has

ICEMEN p.23
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The wrestling squad has been on top all season long on thei way to posting a 9-1 record.
1

(file photo)

Men's hoop O for break
Team record stands at 1-13
By J. Russel Pabst
When we last left the saga of
Gerry Friel and the UNH men's
basketball squad in December,
the 'Cats were 1-4 and showing
some promise. Since then the
Wildcats have traveled far and
wide in search of another vietory.
After a loss at the hands of
Yale (87-74), the 'Cats took
their show out west to California
to face nationally recognized
Fresno State and St. Mary's.
Unfortunately the western seenery did not help the ream as they
were trounced by a total of 72
points (95-58 vs. Fresno State,
95-56 vs. St. Mary's).
Not finding too much luck on
the West coast, Gerry and his
boys returned east to begin
ECAC North Atlantic Conference play. Things did not get
any better for the 'Cats, in fact,
they got worse.
Trips to Hartford and Northeastern added two more losses
(fifth and sixth consecutive road
losses) for the 'Cats, falling 6255 and 88-72, respectively.
The Wildcats then entertained Dartmouth. Although
they played a very good game,
once again they came up on the
short end in overtime, 91-88.
Freshman Paris Dryden, who
made his first start for the
.
Wildcats, netted 20 points tn
the loss to Dartmouth after only
scoring 13 in his first 10 games.
The Casisius College Golden
Griffiths and the Black Bears
of Maine came to Durham last
week and continued the misfortunes of the 'Cats with respective 99-72 and 69-57 victories.
Eric Thielen, who was leading
the team in both scoring and

rebounding, went down in the
Maine game with a possible
stress fracture in his foot. The
injury could keep him sidelined
for three weeks to a month.
On Tuesday night, Niagra
university, who had lost two
straight NAC road games before
coming to Durham, handed
UNH its twelfth straight loss
with a 71-61 drubbing of the
'Cats in front of 876 Wildcat
faithful.
With Thielen out Chris Perkins returned to the starting line
up as did Tommy Hammer, who
has been sharing the starting
role with Dryden. Keith Carpenter had been moved to the
other forward spot, having
started the season in the "off
guard" position.
After Carpenter (12 _points)
opened up che scoring against
Niagra with a six foot j~mper,
giving the Wildcats thetr only
lead of the game, N iagra ripped
off eight straight points to take
the lead with 15 minutes left
in the half.
Buckets by Carpenter, Dryden Perkins and Derek Counts
kn~tted the game at 10 apiece,
but once again the Purple Eagles
jumped out to a six point lead
when Niagra's Derrick Brevard
finished off a two-on-one break
with an impressive one handed
·
1am.
Niagara pushed the lead to
as much as 10 points but
Hammer canned a 15 footer
with three ticks left on the clock
to cut the margin to eight.
Chris Perkins led the Wildcats with eight points in a half
which saw UNH shoot only 36
percent from the field and
missing more lay ups and s~ort
jumpers than humanly possible.

Evidently Niagra was not
content in coming out in the
second half and sitting on the
lead, outscoring the 'Cats 104 and building the lead to 14
with just over 16 minutes left
in the contest.
Counts ( 10 points and 3
assists) cut the lead to 11 with
a three point bomb from the top
of the key. The "trey" was the
first for Counts who entered the
game 0-14 from three point
distance.
Counts then hit a 12 foot
jumper to bring the Wildcats
within nine, but that would be
as close as they would get as
Niagara slowly increased the
margin to 15 with 10:21 showing on the clock.
Both teams traded a couple
of hoops before four free throws
by Cummins and Marshall, and
a Jeff Carr jumper, brought the
lead once again to nine points.
However, as throughout the
whole game, as soon as UNH
would make a charge Niagara
would hold defensively. The
'Cats would cut the lead to a
workable margin and then the
Purple Eagles would push their
lead back to about 15 points.
The Niagara lead climbed to
as many as 16 before "foul time"
started, sending most of the
partisan crowd to the exits. Both
teams spent the end of the game
on the foul line as N iagra went
on to win 71-61.
The loss was UNH's 13th of
the season, and the ninth time
that the 'Cats lost by 10 or more
points.
The Wildcats will continue
to play against NAC opponents
as they travel to Canisius (last
night) and Niagara (Saturday).

ICEMEN•---■ (continued from page 24)

North Dakota went on to win
8-2.
Two days later in Madison,
Wiscortsin things did not improve as the 'Cats were handed
a 3-0 shut out at the hands of
the Badgers goalie Duane
Derksen.
After losing two straight
away from the friendly confines
of Snively Arena UNH came
home to play their best hockey
of the New Year. They posted
a 12-6 blowout of Yale on the
11 rh and then came right back

and beat Hockey East rival
Northeastern by the score of
6-3.
.
In both of these games UNH
goalie Pat Morrison played very
well in net and backboned the
two victories.
The 'Cats looked groggy when
Providence came to town but
the Friars woke them up by
handing them a 3-1 loss to end
the holidays on a sour note.
Some good news came last
week when 'Cats senior Tim
Shields was named the Hockey

East Player of the Week, and
Flanagan was named Hockey
East Rookie of the Week.
Flanagan was named not just

for his five goal performan_ce,
but because he is playing some
of the best hockey people have
seen around here in a while.
The next two games for the
'Cats will be Minnesota-Duluth
on Saturday and Minnesota on
Monday. Both of these games
will be played at Snively Arena
at 7:00 p.m.

..
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Sports
Wom en's hoo p
on their way
· By Naomi Elvove
During UNH's winter break,
the women's basketball team
maintained an even record,
placed third in the University
of Central' Florida Tournament,
and began preliminary Seaboard
Conference games. Their overall
record now stands 6-6, while
they are currently 1-1 in conference play.
In the end of December, the
Wildcats competed in the Central Florida Tourney in Orlando,
where they competed against
Baylor College, University of
Central Florida, and William
and Mary.
They overcame both Baylor
(65-62) and William and Mary
(63-49), but were defeated by
Central Florida 75-86.
Both Senior co-captain Kris
Kinney and Junior Deb Dorsch
were named to the AllTournament Team.
Overall Kinney sunk 78
points, with her highest scoring
games of 36 against William and
Mary and 27 versus Baylor. She
also pulled down 28 rebounds
14 of which were in the
overall,
that
improve
to
hope
but
The women's basketball _team maintained a .500 record over break
Central Florida game.
in key conference games. (file photo)
Dorsch scored 38 points in
the three games, winning team
high scoring honors with 20
points against Florida.
On January 5 UNH beat
Brown University in overtime
Classic up at Dart- a bang by beating Lowell 7-5.
Syne
Lang
Dubois
John
By
Freshman Joe Flanagan was by a score of 73-72.
mouth College. At this tounaThe UNH Men's hockey team
Sophomore Shelley Fitz
ment the 'Cats did not have the story in this game as he
played some of their best hockey
showed impressive defensive
much luck as they skated off exploded for five goals
of the season while you were
The 'Cats then headed west techniques and aggressive rewit"h a 4-3 loss to Dartmouth
home opening presents and
and then suffered a 7-4 defeat to take on North Dakota and bounding (8). Again, Kinney
welcoming in the new year.
and Dorsch were the game high
Wisconsin respectively.
at the hands of Vermont.
Over the holidays the 'Cats
The Wildcats got on the board scorers for UNH with 25 and
The only brighnpot in the
posted three wins in six games
tournament was UNH goalie first against North Dakota 15 points respectively.
and now look like a team that
Two days later the 'Cats went
Pat Morrison who had 63 saves, when Dominic Amodeo scored
has started fighting back instead
just two shy of the school record, just 21 seconds into the game into double overtime against
of rolling over and looking
to put the 'Cats up by one.
Holy Cross and ended up losing
against Vermont.
toward next year.
Unfortunately, however, it 83-80
The 'Cats picked up their first
After the heartbreaking loss
At the end of the first overwin of the break when they was all down hill from there as
to undefeated Harvard before
time, sophomore Julie D9nlon
traveled down to Lowell for
break, the 'Cats had some time
SWIMMERS p.22
sank a three point shot to send
their first game of '89. UNH
off until they played in the Auld
started the New Year off with

Icem en are on the mov e

1,.-

them into the second overtime.
She sunk 4 out of 5 attempted
three pointers in the game.
Sophomore Michelle Brusseau saw a great deal more
playing time than in previous
games and showed great defensive skills. Coach Cathy Sanborn predicts that Brusseau will
continue to improve and will
make an important contribution
to the team.
January 11th brought a dissappointing loss at the hands
of Central Connecticut 69-64.
This game was the first Seaboard Conference contest for
the Wildcats and, according to
Coach Sanborn, they did not play
up to their potential.
However, their second conference game was a complete
turn around. The 'Cats faced
UVM at home last Saturday and
overcame the Catamounts 7552.
Sanborn was especially
pleased with the intensity of the
Wildcats defense and the " all
around team contribution." She
also emphasized Deb Dorsch's
outstanding leadership during
this game. Dorsch scored 22
points.
Sanborn also felt that Kris
Kinney's 10 rebounds were a
good sign, because this is an area
where the team is seeking
improvement.
Overall UNH's women's basketball team is looking good.
With Kinney and Dorsch performing well, Donlon showing
her aggressive offensive tactics
and remaining consistant, Brusseau and Fitz steadily holding
up the defense and freshman
Sue Ryan making good contributions, UNH has a good shot
at making the Seaboard Playoffs.
The 'Cats played at Boston
University on Wednesday, and
will face Hartford in Connecticut tomorrow at 1 :00. Both are
Seaboard Conference matchups.

Hun ter pace s lady 'Cat s
By· Heather Grant
The women's hockey team
extended their six game winning streak by easily defeating
visiting Colby College 10-0
Tuesday night.
The Lady 'Cats skated onto
the ice with confidence and,
coupled with abundant support
from the crowd, they seemed
to intimidate what appeared to
be a very young and inexperienced Colby squad.
The UNH team outshot their
opponents by a 46 to 18 margin,
making it a leisurely night for
Wildcat goal keepers Gina Grassi and Laura Stiles, who split
time in the net. Six UNH
players added to the scoring
including a two goal performance by sophomore Karen
Akre and one goal each by Anne
"Anno" Ensor, rookie standout
Shawna Davidson and juniors
Heidi Chalupnik and Laura
Prisco. Prisco was also credited
with four assists.

It was a flawless game for the annals of the women's hockey
UNH team and it was easy to program took place over winter
see who was the chief per- · break when Head Coach Russ
former, junior Andria Hunter.
McCurdy chalked up his 200th
Hunter had her best game of career win since he began coachthe season as she scored four ing at UNH.
goals and had one assist. Her · With the Lady 'Cat's win over
timing was impeccable as she St. Lawrence in the Marion
seemed to sneak into the crease Hilliard Tournament in Canada
and be there to skillfully stuff on January 15th, McCurdy's
record stood at 200 wins 20
the puck in the net.
Hunter is a scrappy, hard losses and 6 ties compiled over
working forward who has made 11 years since the inception of
a name for herself in women's the team.
hockey at UNH. The third goal
Under McCurdy' s expert
she scored marked her 100th coaching strategy, the team
defeated a tough Toronto team
career point.
In her three years of playing as well as squads from Guelph
hockey at UNH, this Ontario, and St. Lawrence to capture the
Canada native has scored 56 title of champions at the Marion
goals and 46 assists for a total Hilliard International Ice Hockof 102 points after Tuesday ey Tournament held the wee.night's game. Hunter has led kend of January 14th in Toronto
the team in scoring for the past Canada.
two years and has been a crucial
The team will play their next
factor in the success of the team home game against a heavily
thus far.
favored Northeastern team on
Another milestone tn the February 9th.

Not a defender could be found as the, women's hockey team
crushed the White Mules of Colby College 10-0 on Tuesday
night. (file photo)

